
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
EASTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA

 
LLOYD RAYMOND MARTIN, III,   *  CIVIL ACTION NO. 09-4195 
et al.       *
      *  SECTION “S” (4) 
VERSUS     * 
      *  JUDGE LEMMON 
FIDELITY NATIONAL TITLE   *
INSURANCE COMPANY, et al.   *  MAGISTRATE JUDGE ROBY 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

 FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
18 U.S.C. §§1961-1968 VIOLATIONS

 Lloyd and Nicole Martin and Carol Robinson aver: 

Preliminary Statement of Conduct, Enterprise,
Pattern of Racketeering Activities and Injury

 Lloyd and Nicole Martin purchased the property located at municipal address 

71300 St. Mary Street, Abita Springs, Louisiana. They later learned that the title to this 

property was defective. The Martins subsequently discovered that defendant William M. 

Magee and others had formed an enterprise through which they  fraudulently acquired 

the possession of real property  in which neither the enterprise nor its associates had 

any legal ownership  interest. Magee and the Enterprise created and carried out a 

pattern of racketeering activity  in fraudulently acquiring possession of these properties. 

That pattern and the Enterpriseʼs activies over the last fourteen years are set forth 

herein.  

 The activities of the Enterprise and its associates violate 18 USC 1962 (a)(c) & 

(d) (RICO Act) and 18 USC  1951 (Hobbs Act) as Magee was a public official and officer 

of the courts at the time when he and the Enterprise carried out certain of their 

racketeering activities, since continuity of these actions spans a time frame of over 
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fourteen years. The allegations contained herein constitute a matter which affects 

Interstate Commerce, specifically as prohibited under 18 USC 1951(b)(3) of the Hobbs 

Act. 

 William M. Magee formed a RICO enterprise [“Enterprise”], including but not only 

with Hickory Glade, LLC  through which he conspired to steal the immovable property 

belonging to the heirs of William Nill: Pamela Cummings and Paula Windham.   

 Hickory Glade had no ownership interest whatsoever in the Nill property, having 

neither: (1) bought, (2) inherited, (3) been given, or (4) acquired by acquisitive 

prescription the property as required under Louisiana law.  

 Hickory Glade then quitclaimed its feigned interest in the property back to Magee 

for ten dollars ($10). Magee filed a fraudulent action for declaratory judgment to place 

himself in possesion as owner of the property. Magee gave defendant Campus Crusade 

26.5% of the stolen property  which he and Campus Crusade then sold to Buddy Coate 

Homes.  Upon information and belief, Magee used his donation to this non-profit as a 

basis for federal and state tax benefits. 

 Defendant Buddy Coate Homes bought the stolen property  from Magee and 

Campus Crusade for $40,000. Coates sold the property and a home which it had built to 

co-defendants Graziani, who themselves discovered the defect in the title but 

subsequently  sold the property---without revealing that defect---to Lloyd and Nicole 

Martin. 

 Magee has been and remains unjustly enriched by his original theft of what is 

now property in possession of the Martins and of Robinson. Magee and his associates 

used the Enterprise to steal property from other rightful heirs and owners over the last 
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fifteen years.  Their actions created defects in the titles of each of the stolen properties.  

Five title experts have examined the thousands of pages of documents underlying the 

Enterpriseʼs activities.  All agree that each title is defective.  The declaratory judgments 

obtained by the Enterprise and Magee through fraud are null and absolutely void.  

 Magee and the Enterprise also fraudulently acquired real property belonging to 

persons other than the Nills, Cummings, and Windham, and to public entities including 

agencies of the United States and the State of Louisiana. 

Jurisdiction

1. 

 This Court has jurisdiction by statute under 18 USC  1964(a) regarding the 

tortious actions alleged and violations of 18 USC 1962 (RICO), and 18 USC  1951 

(Hobbs) by Defendants, since continuity of these actions spans a time frame of over 

fourteen years.

2.

 This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 

1337, in that RICO claims arise under the laws of the United States, and the state-law 

claims are so related to the RICO claims that they form part of the same case or 

controversy.

3.

 Plaintiffs aver on information and belief, and upon extensive investigation and 

research that Federal RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968 do not frustrate the laws or self-

governance of the State of Louisiana, and further that the United States District Court 

for the Eastern District of Louisiana has jurisdiction in this matter.
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4.

 Based on the preceding, the allegations contained herein constitute a matter 

which affects Interstate Commerce, specifically again under 18 USC 1951(b)(3) of the 

Hobbs Act.

5.  

 Although there does exist a RICO provision in the Louisiana Revised Statutes, 

which appears to be an elaboration of 18 USC 1962, and also names the prohibited 

acts of 18 USC  1962, defendants and their enterprise have violated federal laws and 

have among their victims federal entities, including but not only the United States 

Government and its agencies such as the FDIC, the Internal Revenue Service, Small 

Business Administration, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, and Federal 

Housing Adminstration.

6. 

 There is relevant Federal law regarding patterns of racketeering activity as those 

activities related to defendantsʼ mail and and wire fraud, 18 U.S.C  1341 and 18 U.S.C 

1343 respectively, as well as extortion (Hobbs). 

7.

 Therefore, the ERIE doctrine is irrelevant, and the matters herein should be 

considered only within the bounds of Federal Law.

8. 

 The federal law of the preceding paragraph is not in any "direct conflict" with any 

laws of the State of  Louisiana and specifically federal law does not "invalidate, impair, 

or supersede" any laws of the state. 
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9.

Venue

 Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2) and (3) since 

the defendants reside in the Eastern District of Louisiana and a substantial part of the 

acts giving rise to the claims occurred in the Eastern District of Louisiana as well as 18 

U.S.C. § 1965; and 29 U.S.C. § 1132(e)(2).

Plaintiffs 

10.a

 Lloyd Raymond Martin, III, a person of the age of majority, domiciled in the 

Parish of St. Tammany, State of Louisiana whose business and property and that of his 

wife were injured by defendants whose conduct constituted the enterprise which 

undertook the pattern of racketeering activities that causes his injuries.

 Nicole Easterwood Martin, a person of the age of majority, domiciled in the 

Parish of St. Tammany, State of Louisiana, whose business and property  and that of her 

husband were damaged by defendants whose conduct constituted the enterprise which 

undertook the pattern of racketeering activities that caused her injuries.

10.b

 Carol Robinson, a person of the age of majority, domiciled in the Parish of St. 

Tammany, State of Louisiana, whose business and property were damaged by 

defendants whose conduct constituted the enterprise which undertook the pattern of 

racketeering activities that caused her injuries.
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11.

 The Martins and Ms. Robinson own lots that are contiguous and form part of the 

same tract of ground acquired by  Magee and the Enterprise through their pattern of 

racketeering activities (Square 64, Lots 11-A [Martins] & 1-A [Robinson]). The fraudulent 

acquisition which caused the Martinsʼ damages and gives rise to their claims also 

caused Ms. Robinson damages and gives rise to her claims.  

Defendants

12.a

  William M. Magee, a person of full age and majority  who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana and who at all times pertinent hereto did form, operate, associate 

with and participate in and benefit from an enterprise [“Enterprise”] that  conducted 

various activities constituting a pattern of racketeering activities, such as violated 

Federal RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968 and 18 USC 1951 (Hobbs Act). At some times 

pertinent hereto, he was and currently is the husband of defendant Karen Jean 

Hokanson Magee.

12.b

 William M. Magee, A Professional Law Corporation, a domestic corporation at 

Louisiana Secretary of State Commercial Charter No. 34248527D, organized and 

domiciled at municipal address 207 E. Gibson Street, Covington, Louisiana 70434, 

doing and having done business as Magee & Devereux, Attorneys and currently under 

its trade name of Magee & Associates, Attorneys, Louisiana Secretary of State Trade 

Name Book #60-5344, which at all times pertinent hereto did form, operate, associate 

with and benefit from, along with co-defendant William M. Magee, the Enterprise that  
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conducted various activities constituting a pattern of racketeering activities in violation of 

Federal RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968 and 18 USC 1951 (Hobbs Act).

12.c

 Acquisitive Prescription, LLC. and its successor A.P.-St.Tammany, LLC, 

organized and domiciled at municipal address 207 E. Gibson Street, Covington, 

Louisiana 70434, doing and having done business with the Enterprise as well as with 

Magee & Devereux, Attorneys and Magee & Associates, Attorneys, which at all times 

pertinent hereto did form, operate, associate with, and benefit from, along with co-

defendant William M. Magee, the Enterprise that conducted various activities 

constituting a pattern of racketeering in violation of Federal RICO laws 18 USC 

1961-1968 and 18 USC 1951 (Hobbs Act).

12.d

 Karen Jean Hokanson Magee, a person of full age and majority who is 

domiciled in the State of Louisiana and who at all times pertinent hereto did form, 

operate, associate with and participate in an enterprise [Enterprise] that conducted 

various activities constituting a pattern of racketeering activities in violation of Federal 

RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968.  At some times pertinent hereto, she was and currently 

is the wife of co-defendant William M. Magee.

12.e

 Hickory Glade, Inc., a domestic corporation with RICO enterprise defendants 

William M. Magee, Timothy K. Dunaway and Karen Jean Hokanson as its officers, 

which at all times pertinent hereto did form, operate, associate with and participate in an 
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enterprise [Enterprise] that conducted various activities constituting a pattern of 

racketeering in violation of RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968.

12.f

 Timothy K. Dunaway, is a person of full age and majority  who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana and who at all times pertinent hereto was an officer of Hickory Glade, 

Inc. and who did knowingly sell and otherwise quitclaim property which neither he nor 

Hickory Glade did not own and in which he had no ownership  interest whatever and 

who at all times pertinent hereto did form, operate, associate with and participate in an 

enterprise [Enterprise] that  conducted various activities constituting a pattern of 

racketeering in violation of RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968.

12.g

 Mary Devereaux, is a person of full age and majority who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana, who as law partner with William M. Magee and at all times pertinent 

hereto did form, operate, associate with and participate in an enterprise [Enterprise] that  

conducted various activities constituting a pattern of racketeering in violation of RICO 

laws 18 USC 1961-1968.

12.h

 Salvador Liberto, Jr., is a person of full age and majority who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana and who at all times pertinent hereto did form, operate, associate 

with and participate in an enterprise [Enterprise] that conducted various activities 

constituting a pattern of racketeering in violation of Federal RICO laws 18 USC 

1961-1968 and 18 USC 1951.
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12.i

 Phillip Lynch, a person of full age and majority who is domiciled in the State of 

Louisiana and who at all times pertinent hereto did form, operate, associate with and 

participate in an enterprise [Enterprise] that  conducted various activities constituting a 

pattern of racketeering in violation of RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968 and 18 USC 1951.

13.j 

 Charlene Ory Kazan, a person of full age and majority who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana, who was a law associate with William M. Magee, and who at all 

times pertinent hereto did associate with and participate in an enterprise [Enterprise] 

that  conducted various activities constituting a pattern of racketeering in violation of 

Federal RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968.

13.k 

 Glynn T. “Pete” Dykes, a person of full age and majority who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana, and who at all times pertinent hereto was co-owner with defendant 

William M. Magee of Acquisitive Prescriptions, LLC [now known as A.P.-St.Tammany, 

LLC] and who as a member of the Enterprise knowingly sold and knowlingly purchased 

property through Landmark Properties, LLC and Acquisitive Prescriptions, LLC that 

those entites did not own and in which they had no ownership interest.

13.l

 Landmark Properties of St. Tammany, Inc., a domestic corporation with  co-

defendant Glynn T. “Pete” Dykes as its officer, which at all times pertinent hereto did 

operate, associate with and participate in an enterprise [Enterprise] that conducted 
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various activities constituting a pattern of racketeering in violation of RICO laws 18 USC 

1961-1968.

 13.m

 Kimberly Russo Scoggin, is a person of full age and majority  who is domiciled 

in the State of Louisiana, and who at all times pertinent hereto did associate with and 

participate in an enterprise [Enterprise] that conducted various activities constituting a 

pattern of racketeering in violation of RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968.

13.n

 Steven W. Scoggin, is a person of full age and majority who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana and who at all times pertinent hereto did associate with and 

participate in an enterprise [Magee Enterprise] that conducted various activities 

constituting a pattern of racketeering in violation of Federal RICO laws 18 USC 

1961-1968.

13.o

 Scoggin Homes, Inc., a domestic corporation with RICO enterprise defendants 

Kimberly  Russo Scoggin and Steven W. Scoggin as its officers which at all times 

pertinent hereto did operate, associate with and participate in an enterprise  [Enterprise] 

that conducted various activities constituting a pattern of racketeering in violation of 

Federal RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968.

13.p

 James G. Coate, Jr., d/b/a Buddy Coate Homes, LLC, is a person of full age 

and majority who is domiciled in the State of Louisiana and whose last known address 
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is, upon information and belief, 723 N. Beau Chene Drive, Mandeville, Louisiana.  Upon 

information and belief, “Buddy Coate Homes, LLC,” a non-existent entity, was a name 

used by Mr. Coate and/or one of the Buddy Coate defendants identified above (Buddy 

Coate Homes, Inc., Buddy Coate, L.L.C., and/or Buddy Coate, Inc.) to purchase, 

acquire, and ultimately sell the subject property and who at all times pertinent hereto did 

associate with and participate in an enterprise [Enterprise] that  conducted various 

activities constituting a pattern of racketeering in violation of Federal RICO laws 18 USC 

1961-1968.

13.q

 Mark J. Graziani, a person of full age and majority  who is domiciled in the State 

of Louisiana and whose last known address is 101 Asphodel Place, Mandeville, 

Louisiana and who did sell property to the Martins, knowing that the title to that property 

was defective, so as to facilitate the Enterprise in one instance of its pattern of 

racketeering activities.

13.r

 Kristen Taylor Graziani, wife of Mark J. Graziani, a person of full age and 

majority and who is domiciled in the State of Louisiana, whose last known address is 

101 Asphodel Place, Mandeville, Louisiana and who did sell property  to the Martins, 

knowing that the title to that property was defective, to facilitate the Enterprise in one 

instance of its pattern of racketeering activities.
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Enterprise Associate - Fidelity National Title Insurance
Reserve Right to Name As Defendants

14.

 Fidelity National Title Insurance Company, Inc., a foreign corporation licensed 

to do and doing business in the State of Louisiana, Parish of St. Tammany, which at all 

times pertinent hereto did issue a policy of title insurance to the Martins, and others, and 

who did conspire to and attempt to sell to subsequent purchasers the Sachitanos a 

similar policy of title insurance for the express purpose of shielding itself from liability for 

the damages incurred by the Martins. 

 Fidelityʼs officers and agents did violate federal and state law by conspiring to 

commit and agreeing to commit fraud upon the Martins and future owners of the Martin 

property, including but not only  Adam and India Sachitano, and conspired to do so by 

knowlingly agreeing to issue one or more policies of title insurance on real property with 

numerous defects of title, for express purpose of shielding itself from liability for the 

damages suffered by the Martins and from Fidelityʼs earlier failure to detect the title 

defects [or knowingly concealing those defects] which Fidelityʼs own title expert Robert 

Baxter, Jr. found in the Martin title and were caused by Magee and the Enterprise.

 Fidelity through its agents conspired to and attempted to shield itself from liability 

for the Martinʼs damages, and that conspiracy and attempted fraud are memorialized in 

the emails exchanged between Adam Sachitano, his attorney Dan Post [who protected 

his clients Adam and India Sachitano from Fidelityʼs fraud], and the agent for Fidelity, 

Ron Wood and Equity Closing Companyʼs Attorney Bill Young. 

 Upon information and belief, Fidelity  Insurance has a custom and practice of 

insuring titles with known defects [in violation of state and federal law] in order to shield 
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itself from liabilty for not discovering those defects during the title examination.  

Fidelityʼs policy of only allowing [and paying for] title attorneys and examiners to go back 

only two hard links in their title seach, created the Martin property title defect, as well as 

the defects in other titles.   

 Fidelityʼs custom and practice is memorialized in the emails specifically 

pertaining to the proposed sale of the Martin property to Mr. and Mrs. Sachitano.

See: Paragraph Nos. 25-105 [below]

 15.

 Mahoney Title, is a domestic corporation licensed to do and doing business in 

the Parish of St. Tammany, State of Louisiana, which at all times pertinent hereto did as 

agent did issue a policy of title insurance for the Martins and did examine the title to the 

property at issue in this matter. 

16.

 First American Title Insurance Company, is a foreign corporation, licensed to 

do and doing business in the Parish of St. Tammany, State of Louisiana, which at all 

times pertinent hereto did as agent did issue a policy of title insurance for Robinson and 

did examine the title to the property at issue in this matter. 

17.

 Louisiana Land Title Insurance Agency, Inc., is a domestic corporation 

licensed to do and doing business in the Parish of St. Tammany, State of Louisiana, 

which at all times pertinent hereto did as agent did issue a policy  of title insurance for 

Robinson and did examine the title to the property at issue in this matter. 
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Associated With Enterprise
Not Named As Defendants

18.

 The Great Commission Foundation of Campus Crusade for Christ, Inc. 

(“Great Commission”), is a non-profit corporation organized under the laws of the State 

of California and whose principal place of business is also located in the State of 

California, which at all times pertinent hereto did conduct transactions with defendants 

William M. Magee and the Magee Enterprise, accepting donations of real property 

which was fraudulently acquired by Magee and the Magee Enterprise in violation of 

Federal RICO laws 18 USC 1961-1968 and 18 USC 1951 (Hobbs Act) and which 

authorized Magee and the Magee Enterprise to operate as its attorney and agent and 

which authorized Magee and the Enterprise to institute loans for the purchase of these 

properties that it [Great Commission] owned and to allow the borrowers to make their 

monthly installment payments, paid to the order of William M. Magee, and which upon 

information and belief, did facilitate Magee in the use of his and the Enterpriseʼs 

donation of real property to The Great Commission, as a base value and subsequent 

current value in order for Magee and others to deduct such donations from federal and 

state income taxes.

19.a  

 Buddy Coate Homes, Inc., a Louisiana corporation with its principal place of 

business located at 723 N. Beau Chene Drive, Mandeville, Louisiana which is one of 

many legal entities formed and operated by defendant James Coate and which appears 

to be instrumental in the activities of Magee and the Magee Enterprise.
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19.b 

 Buddy Coate, L.L.C., a Louisiana limited liability  company with its principal place 

of business also located at 723 N. Beau Chene Drive, Mandeville, Louisiana. Upon 

information and belief, all the members of Buddy Coate, L.L.C. are domiciled in 

Louisiana and is one of many legal entities formed and operated by defendant James 

Coate and which appears to be instrumental in the activities of Magee and the 

Enterprise.

19.c

 Buddy Coate, Inc., a Louisiana corporation with its principal place of business 

also located at 723 N. Beau Chene Drive, Mandeville, Louisiana.  Upon information and 

belief, Buddy Coate Homes, Inc., Buddy Coate, L.L.C., and Buddy Coate, Inc. are 

related entities as they share similar corporate names and also share similar domicile 

addresses, registered agents, and/or office and which is one of many legal entities 

formed and operated by defendant James Coate and which appears to be instrumental 

in the activities of Magee and the Magee Enterprise.

20.

 Joycelyn Funke, is a person of full age and majority  who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana and at all times pertinent hereto did knowingly  sell and otherwise 

quitclaim property which she did not own and in which she had no ownership interest 

whatsoever.

21.  

 Deborah McClintock, is a person of full age and majority who is domiciled in the 

State of Louisiana and who at all times pertinent hereto did knowingly  sell and otherwise 
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quitclaim property which she did not own and in which she had no ownership interest 

whatsoever.

22. 

 Robert  Witt, is a person of full age and majority who is domiciled in the State of 

Louisiana and whose last known address is, upon information and belief, who at all 

times pertinent hereto did knowingly sell and otherwise quitclaim property  which he did 

not own and in which he had no ownership interest whatsoever.

23.  

 Kim Durbin Collins, who at all times pertinent hereto did knowingly  acquired 

property by quitclaim from co-defendant Jocelyn Funke did not own and in which she 

had no ownership  interest whatsoever and who otherwise did benefit from the RICO 

enterprise through the acquistion of that property in concert with co-defendant William 

M. Magee.

24.  

 Henry William Collins, Jr., who at all times pertinent hereto knowingly acquired 

property by quitclaim from co-defendant Jocelyn Funke did not own and in which she 

had no ownership interest whatsoever; and who otherwise did benefit from the RICO 

enterprise through the acquistion of that property in concert with co-defendant William 

M. Magee.
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FACTS UNDERLYING RICO ACTIVITIES

 Investigators, counsel, and experts have examined thousands of documents and 

have identified fourteen instances of the Enterpriseʼs racketeering activities which have 

injured numerous victims and caused defects and other damages to over twenty-five 

pieces of real property.  Each of the fourteen instances of racketeering activities along 

with the specific time, date, place, persons and actions are set forth in the paragraphs 

that follow and in Exhibits X, A-M, attached. 

The Martin / Robinson Property

[See: Exhibit I - In globo]

Chronology of Martinsʼ Acquisition

25.

 The Martins purchased from co-defendants Mark and Kristen Graziani, the 

immovable property, home, and other improvements on that property described as:

 THAT CERTAIN PIECE OR PORTION OF GROUND, situated in Section 6, 

 Township 7, South, Range 12 East, St. Tammany Parish, Louisiana, and being a 

 resubdivision of Lot 11, Squatre 64, Bossier City Additional to the town of Abita 

 Springs, more fully described as follows:

 Lot 11-A of Square 64 of the Bossier City Addition to the Town of Abita Springs 

 front 60 feet on St. Mary Street and 150 feet on 11th Street and forming the 

 corner of 11th Street and St. May Street all of which is more fully reflected on the 

 plat of resubdivision by John G. Cummings dated October 7, 2002, and bearing 

 survey number 01014A, and being recorded as Map No. 2765C  of the official 
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 records for the Parish of St. Tammany, State of Louisiana. [After known as the 

 "Property."]

26.

 Plaintiffs purchased the property along with the home on 31 July 2007.

27.

 Plaintiffs purchased an Owners Policy of Title Insurance from defendant Fidelity 

bearing policy number: LA2126-10-0711293MDS-2007.27106-73066473 ["Policy."] 

[Exhibit I].

28.

 Plaintiffs purchased the Policy prior to the 31 July 2007 act of sale.

29.

 The Policy was in force before and at all times after the 31 July 2007 act of sale.

30.

 Plaintiffs subsequently put the Property up for sale and found a buyer.

31.

 Plaintiffs were preparing to close the sale on the Property in December 2008, 

when they were notified by the closing agent for the purchaser that there was a problem 

with the title to the Property.

32.

 The purchaser did not go forward because of the defect in the title.

33.

 The Martins were unable to sell the Property because of the title defect.

34.
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 The Martins still own the Property.

35.

 Plaintiffs notified Fidelity  of the title defect and their claim under the title 

insurance Policy by certified mail sent on 10 February 2009.

36.

 Fidelity received and acknowledged receipt of notice of the claim on 20 February 

2009.

37.

 Fidelity requested an appraisal of the Property on 14 May 2009.

38.

 The Martins sent the appraisal of the Property to Fidelity on 14 May 2009.

39.

 Fidelity acknowledged reciept of the appraisal and the proof of loss.

40.

 Plaintiffs Martin also sent all information, documents, and other materials 

necessary to make a satisfactory proof of loss under Louisiana law at that time.

41.

 Plaintiffs cooperated in all ways helping Fidelity to investigate their claim.

42.

 Plaintiffs paid all premiums on their policy which was in force at the time of the 

claim.

43.
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 Fidelity has failed to any  part of the claim as of the date of the filing of this 

complaint on 29 July 2009.

44.

 Satisfactory Proof of Loss was received by Fidelity on 20 February 2009.

45.

 Fidelity has failed to respond as required by Louisiana law as of the date of the 

filing of this complaint.

46.

 Fidelity is in violation of La. R.S. 22:658 as of 21 March 2009.

47.

 Fidelity breached its contract and the terms of its Policy with the Martins by failing 

to adjust and pay the covered losses within thirty [30] days after receiving satisfactory

proof of loss—which it received on 20 February 2009.

48.

 Fidelity breached its contact and the terms of its Policy with the Martins by failing 

to adjust and pay the covered losses within sixty [60] days after receiving satisfactory

proof of loss—which it received on 20 February 2009.

49.

 Fidelity is in violation of La. R.S. 22:1220 as of 21 April 2009.

50.

 Plaintiffs have suffered special and general damages because of Fidelityʼs 

breach.
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51.

 Plaintiffs are entitled to the penalties, attorney fees, and costs arising from

Fidelityʼs violation of Louisiana law including but not only La. R.S. 22:658 & 1220.

Chronology of Grazianisʼ Acquisition

52.

 On February 14, 2001, Hickory  Glade, Inc. (“Hickory Glade”), a Louisiana 

corporation, conveyed any interest it had in Square 64 of the Bossier City  Addition to the 

Town of Abita Springs, Louisiana, or any portion thereof, to William M. Magee by 

quitclaim deed bearing Instrument No. 1232155 and recorded on or about February  14, 

2001 in the land records of St. Tammany Parish.

53.

 Hickory Glade was a limited liability company created by Magee himself, which 

had no ownership  interest in this or any other property that it subsequently quitclaimed 

to Magee for an amount of $10, for each of the three properties it gave to Magee 

directly, one to a Magee corporation, and two others to third parties.   

54.

 Hickory Glade, LLC  was disolved by the action of its own members which 

included co-defendants Magee, Mrs. Karen Magee, and Timothy Dunaway on 20 

January 2010.    

55.
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 The immovable property that Mr. Magee allegedly acquired by quitclaim deed is 

more particularly described as: 

 ALL THAT CERTAIN PIECE OR PORTION OF GROUND, together with all the 

 buildings and improvements thereon, and all the rights, ways, means, privileges, 

 prescriptions, appurtenances and advantages thereunto belonging or in anwise 

 appearing thereto, situated in the Town of Abita Springs, St. Tammany Parish, 

 Louisiana, said property being more particularly described as Square 64 of the 

 Bossier City Addition to the Town of Abita Springs and is in accordance with that 

 certain map or plat of survey by John G. Cummings and Associates, dated 

 February 1, 2001 and bearing Job  Number 0104, a copy of which is attached 

 hereto and made a part hereof and is described as follows. 

 From the corner common to Eleventh Street and Keller Street go in a Southerly 

 direction along the West line of Keller Street 60 feet to an iron corner; thence go 

 in a Westerly direction parallel to Eleventh Street 300 feet to the East line of St. 

 Mary Street; thence go in a Northerly direction along the East line of St. Mary 

 Street 60 feet to the intersection of St. Mary and Eleventh Street; thence go in an 

 Easterly direction along the South line of Eleventh Street 300 feet to an iron 

 corner and the point of beginning. A copy  of the quitclaim deed to Mr. Magee is 

 attached hereto as Exhibit “I.” 

56.
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   A corporate resolution authorizing the alleged conveyance of Square 64, or any 

portion thereof, by Hickory Glade to Mr. Magee was not attached to and/or filed in the 

land records of St. Tammany Parish. Mr. Magee did not execute the quitclaim deed.  

57. 

 Hickory Glade did not own or ever have any ownership  interest in the property 

and does not appear anywhere in the chain of title to the above-described property until 

the time of its conveyance by quitclaim deed to Mr. Magee in 2001.

58.

 William C. Nill was the record owner of Square 64 at the time of the quitclaim 

deed to Mr. Magee.  A copy of the act of sale transferring title from Verna Nill, widow of 

Herbert Nill, to William C. Nill on or about May 6, 1959 is attached hereto as Exhibit “I.” 

59. 

 Mr. Magee, who purchased the above-described property  from Hickory Glade by 

quitclaim deed, is a director and registered agent of Hickory Glade.  Magee used his 

company, Hickory Glade, to transfer Square 64, or any portion thereof, to himself by 

quitclaim deed. Louisiana Secretary  of Stateʼs database identifies Mr. Magee as a 

registered agent and director of Hickory Glade. 

60. 

 Following his purported acquisition of Square 64, or any portion thereof, Mr. 

Magee resubdivided the land into multiple lots pursuant to the plat of resubdivision by 

John G. Cummings dated on or about October 7, 2002, bearing survey number 01014A, 

and recorded as Map Number 2765C in the land records of St. Tammany Parish.  One 

of the subdivided lots is Lot 11-A, which is now owned and/or possessed by Plaintiffs, 
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and is the subject of this litigation (“subject property”). A copy of the plat of resubdivision 

is attached hereto as Exhibit “I.”

 61.

 Following his purported acquisition of Square 64, or any portion thereof, Mr. 

Magee resubdivided the land into multiple lots pursuant to the plat of resubdivision by 

John G. Cummings dated on or about October 7, 2002, bearing survey number 01014A, 

and recorded as Map Number 2765C in the land records of St. Tammany Parish.  One 

of the subdivided lots is Lot 1-A, which is now owned and/or possessed by Plaintiff 

Carol Robinson, and is the subject of this litigation (“subject property”). A copy of the 

plat of resubdivision is attached hereto as Exhibit “I.” 

62. 

 On or about April 9, 2002, Mr. Magee filed a possessory  action in the Louisiana 

22nd Judicial District Court of St. Tammany Parish entitled “Petition for Declaratory 

Judgment.” Mr. Magee petitioned the court to recognize his alleged right of possession 

of Square 64 and for any adverse owners of Square 64 to bring their claim for 

ownership within a certain time period. The court granted Mr. Mageeʼs petition by 

default judgment dated September 13, 2002 and recorded in the land records of St. 

Tammany Parish as Instrument Number 1323824 on or about the same day. A copy of 

the petition and default judgment are attached hereto in globo as Exhibit “I.”  

63. 

 The default judgment recognizing Mr. Mageeʼs alleged right of possession of 

Square 64 was not sufficient to transfer title of such property to Mr. Magee to the extent 

that he did not acquire valid title by quitclaim deed and/or by acquisitive prescription.
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64. 

 Mr. Magee conveyed the subject property to Matthew J. Organ by act of sale with 

mortgage dated March 4, 2004 and bearing Instrument Number 1419413.  The act of 

sale with mortgage was recorded in the land records of St. Tammany Parish on or about 

March 4, 2004.  Mr. Magee transferred the property to Mr. Organ with full warranty of 

title, including all rights of subrogation, in addition to other warranties provided by 

Louisiana law.  A copy of the Sale with Mortgage is attached as Exhibit “I.”  

65.

 The subject property conveyed and warranted by Mr. Magee is more 

particularly described as: 

 ALL THAT CERTAIN PIECE OR PORTION OF GROUND, together with all the 

 buildings and improvements thereon, and all the rights, ways, means, privileges, 

 prescriptions, appurtenances and advantages thereunto belonging or in anwise 

 appearing thereto, situated in the Town of Abita Springs, St. Tammany Parish, 

 Louisiana, said property being more particularly described as Square 64 of the 

 Bossier City Addition to the Town of Abita Springs and is in accordance with that 

 certain map or plat of survey by John G. Cummings and Associates, dated 

 February 1, 2001 and bearing Job  Number 0104, a copy of which is attached 

 hereto and made a part hereof and is described as follows. 

66. 

 Mr. Organ discovered from his father and grandfather, both attorneys, that  in 

violation of title and the manner in which he admitted acquiring same, could not be legal 

or valid, therefore Organ conveyed any interest he had in the subject property back to 
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Mr. Magee pursuant to a Dation en Paiement of Mortgaged Realty (“Dation en 

Paiement”) dated April 21, 2004.  The Dation en Paiement, a copy of which is attached 

as Exhibit “I,” was given Instrument Number 1427999 and recorded in the land records 

of St. Tammany Parish on or about April 23, 2004. Pursuant to the Dation en Paiment, 

Mr. Organ assigned full and general warranty of the subject property to Mr. Magee, 

including all subrogation rights. 

67. 

 On April 28, 2005, Mr. Magee donated an undivided 26.5% interest in the subject 

property to the Great Commission by an Act of Donation bearing Instrument Number 

1491385 and recorded on or about the same day in the official land records of St. 

Tammany Parish.  A copy of the Act of Donation to the Great Commission is attached as 

Exhibit “I.” 

68. 

 Mr. Magee and the Great Commission conveyed the subject property to “Buddy 

Coate Homes, LLC” by act of cash sale dated May 25, 2005, bearing Instrument 

Number 1496266, and recorded on or about the same day  in the land records of St. 

Tammany Parish. Mr. Magee and the Great Commission conveyed the property  to 

“Buddy Coate Homes, LLC” with full warranty  of title, including all rights of subrogation, 

in addition to other warranties provided by Louisiana law. No one associated and/or 

affiliated with “Buddy Coate Homes, LLC” signed the act of sale on behalf of the 

company.  A copy of the act of sale with warranty to “Buddy Coate Homes, LLC” is 

attached as Exhibit “I.” 
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69. 

 The Louisiana Secretary of Stateʼs database contains no company named Buddy 

Coate Homes, LLC, but lists three companies that appear to be significantly  related, 

including Buddy Coate Homes, Inc., Buddy Coate, L.L.C., and Buddy Coate, Inc..  

These companies not only share similar names, but they also share similar domicile 

addresses and similar  registered agents, officers, and/or directors. Therefore, in an 

abundance of caution, reference to one shall designate reference to all.  

70. 

 Buddy Coate Homes, LLC filed a possessory action on 16 August 2005 in the 

22nd Judicial District Court of St. Tammany Parish entitled “Petition for Declaratory 

Judgment and to Quiet Title.” Like its predecessor-in-interest (Mr. Magee), Buddy Coate 

Homes, LLC, which was represented by Mr. Magee, who is an attorney  licensed to 

practice law in the State of Louisiana, petitioned the court to recognize its alleged right 

of possession of the subject property and for any adverse owners of the subject 

property to bring their claim for ownership within a certain time  period.  

 In its petition, “Buddy Coate Homes, LLC” acknowledged that the default 

judgment in favor of Mr. Magee may not have conveyed any title to the property to Mr. 

Magee.  A copy of the petition is attached hereto as Exhibit “I.” 

71. 

 The 22nd Judicial District Court granted Buddy Coate Homes, LLCʼs petition by 

default judgment dated December 20, 2005, which was entered and recorded after 

Buddy Coate Homes, LLC sold the subject property as provided below, and recorded in 
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the land records of St. Tammany Parish as Instrument Number 1323824 on or about the 

same day.  A copy of the default judgment is attached hereto as Exhibit “I.”

72. 

 The default judgment recognizing “Buddy Coate Homes, LLC”ʼs alleged right of 

possession of the subject property  was not sufficient to transfer title of such property to 

“Buddy Coate Homes, LLC” to the extent that it did not acquire valid title by act of sale 

with warranty and/or by acquisitive prescription. 

73. 

 Buddy Coate Homes, LLC conveyed the subject property to Mark J. Graziani and 

Kristen T. Graziani, husband and wife, by act of cash sale dated October 13, 2005, 

bearing Instrument Number 1518411, and recorded on or about October 14, 2005 in the 

land records of St. Tammany Parish.  Buddy Coate Homes, LLC  conveyed the subject 

property to Mr. and Mrs. Graziani with full warranty of title, including all rights of 

subrogation, in addition to other warranties provided by Louisiana law.  A copy of the act 

of cash sale with warranty to Mr. and Mrs. Graziani is attached as Exhibit “I.” 

74. 

 James G. Coate signed the act of sale with warranty  as managing member of 

“Buddy Coate Homes, LLC,” a non-existent entity.  Mr. Coate certified in a certificate of 

authority attached to the act of sale with warranty that he was the managing member of 

the non-existent entity. [See: Exhibit “I”] To the extent that none of the Buddy Coate 

defendants acquired any  ownership  and/or possessory interest in the subject property, 

Fidelity has also named Mr. Coate as a defendant because he signed the act of sale 
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with warranty of behalf of a non-existent entity  and also certified that he was a member 

of a non-existent entity. 

75. 

 Mr. and Mrs. Graziani conveyed the subject property to Plaintiffs by act of cash 

sale dated January 31, 2007, bearing Instrument Number 1603373, and recorded on or 

about February  2, 2007 in the land records of St. Tammany Parish. Mr. and Mrs. 

Graziani conveyed the subject property to Plaintiffs with full warranty of title, including all 

rights of subrogation, in addition to other warranties provided by Louisiana law. A copy 

of the act of sale with warranty to Plaintiffs is attached as Exhibit “I.” 

76. 

 Defendants (or related entities and/or persons inasmuch as “Buddy Coate 

Homes, LLC” are not recognized by the Louisiana Secretary  of State) fully  warranted 

title and other warranties, including all rights of subrogation, to the immovable property 

now owned and/or possessed by  Plaintiffs located at 71300 Saint Mary Street, Abita 

Springs, Louisiana. 

77. 

 Fidelity issued an Ownerʼs Policy  of Title Insurance to Plaintiffs, Lloyd R. Martin, 

III and Nicole E. Martin, bearing policy number LA2126 -10 -0711293MDS -2007. 27106 

- 73066473 (“Policy”) on 31 January 2007.  A copy of the Policy is in the record. 

78. 

 On June 29, 2009, Plaintiffs filed an earlier action against Fidelity. Plaintiffs 

alleged and Fidelityʼs own expert Robert Baxter, Jr. (and four other experts) have 

confirmed that there is a cloud and/or defect in the chain of title to the subject property.  
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79.

 Upon information and belief, Fidelity had committed to write a title policy for the 

Sanchitanos to avoid having to acknowedge the title defects and to shield itself from 

liability for the damages incurred by the Martins.

Chronology of Fidelityʼs Attempted 
Cover-Up of Title Defects 

80.

 Fidelityʼs custom and practice is memorialized in the emails specifically 

pertaining to the proposed sale of the Martin property to Mr. and Mrs. Sachitano.

 Its custom and practice violates federal and state law and offers individuals like 

co-defendant the “Title Thief”1 William Magee a cover which he and his enterprise have 

used and in the Martin case, again tried to use, to shield themselves from liability.  

 The emails state [Verbatim inserts]:

81. 

 A. January Email Sequence - 2009 

 From: "Wood, Ron" <rswood@fnf.com>
 Date: January 22, 2009 10:17:39 AM CST
 To: "Daniel Post" <DPost@danpostlawfirm.com>, "adam sachitano" 
 <adam@sachitano.net>
 Cc: <bill@equityclosing.com>
 Subject: RE: st mary street

 Dan,
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 It was nice talking with you this morning.  As I mentioned in our
 telephone conversation, I am 100% in agreement with your comments in the
 email below.

 I have spoken with Adam and advised him that Fidelity would be willing
 to issue an Owner's Title Policy, without any exception to the potential
 title issue arising from the methods used by the prior owner, Jim Magee,
 to acquire title to this property.  I had mentioned to Adam that
 Fidelity would provide affirmative coverage for this problem.  However,
 after our conversation, you and I agree that the policy would cover the
 problem anyway and providing affirmative insurance by specifically
 mentioning it in the policy would only raise red flags to any future
 purchaser.  I have advised Adam that the policy itself would provide him
 with a defense to any claim that might be made by the last record
 owners, Herbert Nill and William C. Nill, should they try to assert any
 claim or interest to the property.

 By copy of this email to Bill Young at Equity Title Services, I am
 asking him to proceed with the closing and I will be happy to issue the
 title insurance on this transaction.

 I would hope that everyone involved will be satisfied with this
 resolution.

 Ron 

 Ronald S. Wood
 Vice President/State Counsel
 Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
 113 Rosa Avenue
 Metairie, LA 70005
 Phone: (504) 582-2170
 Toll Free: (800) 850-5970
 Fax: (504) 582-2171
 Cell: (504) 458-9075
 Email: rswood@fnf.com

82.

 -----Original Message-----
 From: Daniel Post [mailto:DPost@danpostlawfirm.com] 
 Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2009 10:14 AM
 To: adam sachitano
 Cc: bill@equityclosing.com; Wood, Ron
 Subject: RE: st mary street
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 Adam: 

 Not sure I understand all the facts, so my answer to your question may
 be off the mark.  

 In any case, assuming the true owner of the property never conveyed the
 property to anyone else, and further assuming the true owner of the
 property has fallen off the radar screen and cannot be located, then
 there is at least a possibility that the true owner will not offer any
 opposition to efforts made by the present "owner" and the successors in
 title of the present "owner" to establish a valid title in their own
 names.  Nonetheless, where the true owner is an absentee, the Court will
 appoint an attorney to represent the absentee, but without input from
 the absentee, the appointed attorney is forced to rely on documents
 recorded in the Courthouse and on a general notice in the newspaper
 unlikely to produce a response from anyone.  So the court appointed
 lawyer won't add or subtract much from the process, but he is there to
 provide "due process" for the absent owner and thus make the process
 completely legal.

 If the present "owner" of the property bought the property from the
 "title thief" or a related party, then the 10-year good faith
 prescription begins to run at the moment of that transaction, assuming
 that the present "owner" was in good faith at the time he purchased the
 property.  That could be a sticky issue and additional facts would be
 needed before good faith (on the date of the transaction) is
 established.  Obviously, the present "owner" is now aware of the title
 problem, but I don't think it matters as long as he was really, truly a
 good faith purchaser when he bought the property.  If he sells the
 property to you, even though you are aware of the title problem, I think
 you are allowed to "tack" the time of your possession onto the time that
 the present "owner" possessed the property before he sold it to you.

 Accordingly, in ten years, the prescriptive period will have accrued and
 you or your successors in title, can file a suit to quiet title and make
 it "merchantable" from a legal perspective.

 Ron Wood knows a truckload more about this than I do and you would best
 be served to talk directly to him, as recommended by Bill Young, to see
 what Ron thinks about the situation, and more importantly, what kind of
 title insurance coverage Ron is willing to provide for you if you decide
 to purchase the property notwithstanding the unresolved title problem.
 In all actuality, the existing title policy may only provide coverage
 for the existing mortgage, but not for the existing "owner" and so Ron
 may be reluctant to enlarge/extend the liability/responsibility of the
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 title company he represents, which would be the case if he issued an
 owner's policy to you.

 I hope this offers some insight to you, but it is definitely not the
 last word that you should consider.  Please seek further input from Ron
 Wood.

 Keep me informed.

 Dan Post
 Daniel A. Post & Associates, L.L.C.
 3331 Severn Avenue, Suite 202
 Metairie, LA 70002
 504-885-7800  phone
 504-885-1001  fax
 504-908-2742  cell
 dpost@danpostlawfirm.com

83.

 -----Original Message-----
 From: adam sachitano [mailto:adam@sachitano.net] 
 Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2009 12:46 PM
 To: Daniel Post
 Cc: India Sachitano
 Subject: Fwd: st mary street

 Dan:

 Please advise.  Specifically, is there a legal way forward to clearing
 the title when one knows that the property has not legally changed hands
 properly but cannot find that party?

 Thanks,
 Adam

84.

 ---------- Forwarded message ----------
 From: Bill Young <bill@equityclosing.com>
 Date: Tue, Jan 20, 2009 at 11:50 AM
 Subject: st mary street
 To: adam sachitano <adam@sachitano.net>
 Cc: rswood@fnf.com
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 Adam: I have been unable to track down either of the NIlls, nor have I
 had any luck finding anyone who knows them, so I am at a complete
 dead-end as far as resolving the title issue for the St. Mary Street
 property.  By copy of this letter to Ron Wood, I suggest you call him
 and see what Fidelity Title Insurance Company is willing to do in order
 for the closing to take place.  it might be easier if you spoke to him
 directly so as to avoid any miscommunication via third hand information
 of what can be done.  Ron can be reached at 582-2170.
 once you have spoken to him, let me know what you wish to do.  Thanks.

 Cc: Ron: hopefully you can provide Adam with the necessary reassurance
 that the problem will not become his. Thanks.

 Bill Young

 Equity Closing Services Group, LLC

 111 Veterans Blvd., Ste 400

 Metairie, LA 70005

 504-837-6226

 504-837-6286 fax

85. 

 B.  October Email Sequence - 2009 

 From: "Dan Post" <post40@bellsouth.net>
 Date: October 22, 2009 17:54:35 PM CDT
 To: "'adam sachitano'" <adam@sachitano.net>
 Subject: RE: FW: FW: 71300 St. Mary

 Adam:

 I have no written records, but either Bill Young or Ron Wood did make a
 comment that conforms to my understanding of how such problems should be
 handled.  Specifically, when an owner's title policy has been issued and a
 title defect is subsequently discovered, the title company has two choices.
 Either cure the defect or write a new policy for the successor owner.
 Curing the defect may be expensive and time consuming.  Writing a new policy
 for a new owner is, by comparison, an easy task, and if the insurer is
 already on the hook, why not kick the can down the road and allow the
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 statute of limitations to run.  Hopefully, some day, the problem will
 disappear because of the statute of limitations, and at that point the title
 company has collected premiums on two or more policies and hasn't had to
 face the headaches and expenses related to curing the title defect.
 Remember that the policy insures against LOSS, and unless the owner (seller)
 incurs a LOSS because of the title defect, there is no claim on his title
 policy.  The possibility of a loss is eliminated when the title company
 writes a new policy for the new owner.  The seller (whose interest was
 insured) has not sustained a loss  because (by insuring the buyer's title)
 the title company facilitated a sale of the property at FMV.  That
 perspective strongly suggests that a new title policy should be issued to a
 buyer of the property, regardless of who that buyer may be.  I would be
 happy to discuss this in further detail with Bill Young or Ron Wood, if you
 intend to purchase the property and want to obtain a title policy.  Please
 keep me up to date on this.

 Thanks!

 Dan Post
 Daniel A. Post & Associates, L.L.C.
 3331 Severn Avenue, Suite 202
 Metairie, LA 70002
 504-885-7800  phone
 504-885-1001  fax
 504-908-2742  cell
  dpost@danpostlawfirm.com


86.

 Fidelityʼs acts as evidenced by its own correspondence and those of others with 

personal knowledge of this propertyʼs transactions and knowledge of Fidelityʼs customs 

and practice are probative of the following: 

 a. Fidelity shielded the discovery of prior fraud like that of Magee and the 

  Enterprise;

 b. Fidelity issues insurance for titles they know have defects;

 c. Collects premiums with no intention of paying for damages;
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 d. Manipulates and induces [civil fraud 1953] purchasers for second policy 

  [Sachitano] to avoid paying damages to the holders of the first policy 

  [the Martins];

87.

 Fidelity has failed to respond as required by Louisiana law as of the date of the 

filing of this complaint.

88.

 Fidelity is in violation of La. R.S. 22:658 as of 21 March 2009.

89.

 Fidelity breached its contact and the terms of its Policy with the Martins by failing 

to adjust and pay the covered losses within thirty [30] days after receiving satisfactory 

proof of loss—which it received on 20 February 2009.

90.

 Fidelity breached its contact and the terms of its Policy with the Martins by failing 

to adjust and pay the covered losses within sixty  [60] days after receiving satisfactory 

proof of loss—which it received on 20 February 2009.

91.

 Fidelity violated La. R.S. 22:1220 as of 21 April 2009.

92.

 Plaintiffs have suffered special and general damages because of Fidelityʼs 

breach.

93.
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 Plaintiffs are entitled to the penalties, attorney fees, and costs arising from 

Fidelityʼs violation of Louisiana law including but not only La. R.S. 22:658 & 1220.

94. 

 If Fidelity is adjudged to have participated in or otherwise facitiled the activities of 

defendant Magee or the Enterprise, Fidelity  is liable to the Martins, Robinson, and other 

victims, for all damages, costs, and fees arising under 18 U.S.C. Sections 1961-1968.

95.

 Fidelity has breached its contract with the Martins, has violated the terms of its 

own Policy, and has violated La. R.S. 22:658 and 22:1220 and breached its duty  to 

adjust this claims in good faith and fair dealing, in the non-exclusive particulars:

 a. Fidelity failed to adjust the Martins claims timely;

 b. Fidelity failed to adjust the Martinʼs claims properly;

 c. Fidelity failed to adopt and implement reasonable standards for the prompt 

 investigation of the Martinsʼ claim;

 d. Fidelity failed to affirm or deny coverage under the Policy within a reasonable 

 time after the 20 February 2009 notification of plaintiffsʼ claim;

 e. Fidelity failed to affirm or deny coverage under the Policy within the requisite 

 time after receiving the 20 February 2009 satisfactory proof of loss;

 f. Fidelity failed to perform an adequate or timely investigation of the Martinsʼs 

 claims;
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g. Fidelity failed to provide sufficient information to the Martins relative to the 

coverage under the Policy.

The Carol Robinson Property

[See: Exhibit I - In globo]

96. 

 Carol Robinsonʼs property is located on the other half of the 60' x 300' parcel on 

the northernmost end of Square 64, Bossier City Addition to the Town of Abita Springs 

that includes the Martin property (supra) and her claims arise from the exact same 

activities that required the Martinʼs to file this action. Her lot is currently designated as 

Lot 1A according to resubdivision Map No. 2765 recorded with the St. Tammany Parish 

Clerk of Court. 

97.

 The public records prove that the real ownership  of record prior to the Magee 

Quitclaim Deed was Herbert Nill who acquired the property  in a September 1956 

Partition.  On May 6, 1959 there was a sale by Verna Nill, widow, to William C. Nill; the 

father of Pamela Cummings and Paula Windham. 

98.

 Magee and the Enterprise have alledged acquiring ownership by a Quitclaim 

Deed-Sale for $10 from Hickory Glade, Inc. (a company partially owned by Magee) to 

William M. Magee. 
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99.

 No acquisition or prior ownership interest was found for Hickory Glade, Inc.

100.

 On April 9, 2002, Magee filed Case #2002-11715, 22nd Judicial District Court 

and subsequently he and the Enterprise did the following.

101.

 They filed a Petition for Declaratory Judgment and for Motion and Order 

Appointing Curator, which curatorship was created by order dated April 12, 2002.

102.

  Secured a Curator Answer and Report from Salvador J. Liberto, Jr, and, although 

a thorough search was claimed, no attempt was made to send the petition to the person 

who was actively paying tax bills in the name of William C. Nill (Edward Sherman, P.O. 

Box 825, Madison, CT, 06443-0825).

 103.

    Walked through a Judgment confirming Mageeʼs right to continue to possess and 

declaring him OWNER if no action is taken by Nill, et al within 30 days.

104.

 A search of the property tax assessment and payment history demostrates that 

Magee had the assessors office alter the tax roll in order to have the tax bills sent to him 

instead of the rightful owners of the Nill property (the Nill Heirs), who were still actively 

paying the property taxes prior to the Enterprise.
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105.

 After receiving the Judgment of the court declaring him the owner of the property, 

Magee donated his whole interest to Campus Crusade, which then sold the property via 

credit sale to Scoggin Homes, Inc. for $35,000.00.  The deed, dated June 4, 2004 and 

recorded in Instrument #1436582, lists the promissory note as payable to “William M. 

Magee”, and William  M. Magee acted as the agent for Campus Crusade. 

106.

 Scoggin Homes sold Lot 1A with full warranty of title to Frank and Tonia Costa on 

October 6, 2005 for $182,500.00 in an act before Frederick A. Earhart registered in St. 

Tammany Parish at Instrument #1518128. 

107.

  The Costas subsequently sold to Carol Robinson by cash sale dated May 5, 

2008 and recorded in Instrument #1680809.  

108.

 Carol Robinson was issued a First American Title Insurance - Owners Policy of 

Title Insurance, Policy No. FA-95-03656, by Louisiana Land Title Insurance Agency, 

Inc., Donald D. Bann, agent. (see Exhibit “I”)

 

The Prats Property

[See: Exhibit X - In globo] 

109.

 This is a case where William M. Magee tested his ability to receive a judgment of 

the court granting ownership to property  without proof of a valid title before the 
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Enterprise confected the notion of filing a fictitious Quitclaim deed to notice third parties 

as to their intent to possess.

110.

 The property  involved includes part of Lots 1, 2, 7, 8 & 9, Square 5, Bossier City 

Addition to the Town of Abita Springs.  The original owners as cited in the lawsuit were 

described by William Magee as attorney for plaintiffs as follows:

111.

  For Lot 1 there were three separate owners & deeds as cited by Bill Magee in 

the Lawsuit. The most current listing was for Willie Rauch ("Willie L. Rauch" wa on sale 

at COB 112/145).

112.

 For Lot 2, Will J. Morgan is listed in suit, but COB 82/605 is a Tax Sale to a "W.J. 

Morgan" and Lot 2 is not cited on Tax deed.  The actual owner should probably  be listed 

as Albert P. Patorno, who acquired by deed on October 8, 1917 in COB 70/293.

113.

 For Lot 7 the suit lists J.F. Prigott who acquired in COB S/233 in 1897. This was 

actually SOLD by Mr. J. F. Pigott to Phillip J. Patorno on May 12, 1904 and recorded in 

COB 39/58, therefore Mageeʼs information is incorrect.

114.

 For Lot 8, according to the petition Joe Lamousin acquired the property in COB 

86/525. Joseph Lamousinʼs succession was filed in 1948, so heirs should have been 

known and listed as defendants.
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115.

 For Lot 9, Stephen Vascaro is said to have acquired in COB 7/574, however the 

public record shows Stephen Vaccaro was the vendee at COB "Y"/574. Vaccaroʼs heirs 

sold some of the other property  he had acquired with Lot 9 in COB Y/574 in a 1945 

deed at COB 168/565 and were named in a partial Judgment of Possession from 

Orleans Civil District Court found in COB 1176/407, therefore, Vaccaroʼs heirs should 

also have been named as defendants.

116.

 Even though there are clear errors in the list of defendants, William Magee filed 

an affidavit at the end of the suit record that certifies the plaintiffs as “the only  individuals 

who have any outstanding interest in and to the subject property by virtue of any 

recorded documents in the public record”.

117.

 William M. Magee filed a Petition for Declaratory Judgment as case #96-12993 

22nd Judicial District Court on July 18, 1996. This appears to be the test suit for 

Mageeʼs subsequent Declaratory Judgment actions. 

118.

 Magee claims the Prats "possess as owner" but the Prats only have a deed for 

Square 4 of Bossier City: the Prats never purchased any interest in any of the Lots in 

Square 5. 
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119.

 No independent proof is provided that the Prats have even possessed this 

property, and without any  recorded title backing their claim, the case should have 

required proof of 30 years of possession adverse to the recorded ownership.

120.

 Magee intentionally blurs the distinction between possession and ownership  in 

this matter.

121.

 The curator for the absent owners turns over his information to Magee, but no 

answer is ever filed on behalf of the defendants, and, Mr. Magee never explains why he 

did not continue to contact parties who responded to advertisements.

122.

 Despite the lack of title and sufficient possession, judgment is rendered on 

December 5, 1996 declaring the Prats owners of the Lots in square 5 as long as no 

petitory action is filed in 30 days.

The Magee Residential Property

[See: Exhibit A - In globo]

123.

 William M. Magee begins the full pattern of the Enterprise on property that 

eventually becomes his residence and is described as 0.76 acres fronting on 8th Street, 

Bossier City  Addition to Abita Springs ʻthe Avenueʼ - 22095 8th Street, Abita Springs, 

Louisiana.
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124.

 The property was originally owned by Miss N. Trainor and Mrs A. P. Durmeyer, 

who acquired their two separate but adjacent parcels of land by acts in 1923 recorded in  

COB 84, folios 56 & 55, respectively.

125.

 Both properties were adjudicated to the State of Louisiana: Miss Trainer lost the 

south parcel for 1924 and 1933 taxes, and Mrs. Durmeyer lost the north tract to the 

State of Louisiana for 1932 taxes under a Mrs A. ʻDurnyreʼ .

126.

 Mrs. Durmeyerʼs adjudication was cancelled in error in 1948 by a Mrs. A. Ducros 

and should be returned to the State of Louisiana as adjudicated for 1932 taxes.

127.

 On September 3, 1996 Deborah Berard McClintock sold the property  for $10 via 

quitclaim to William M. Magee, and Karen Jean Hokanson Magee. 

128.

 No proof of prior ownership for Deborah McClintock was found. (“Magee also had 

a friend, not the landʼs owner, sign a quit claim. It was this, he said, that allowed him 

to...” The Times-Picayune, Wed. September 25, 1996, Glen Justice, St. Tammany 

Bureau)
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129.

 Mary Clemence Devereux, a defendant in this action and a member of the 

Enterprise, filed a petition for declaratory  judgment in case #97-10399 22nd Judicial 

District Court on behalf of William M. Magee and Karen Jean Hokanson Magee on  

January 29, 1997. 

130.

 Phillip M. Lynch, Jr. , a defendant in this action and a member of the Enterprise, 

was appointed curator for the absent owners in November of 1996 and advertisements 

for the whereabouts of the owners were run in November and December of 1996, but 

the suit was not filed with the Clerk of Court until January of 1997.

131.

 The curator reported searching for 1923 owners in current phone directories and 

never attempted to locate possible heirs.  

132.

 Neither Devereux or Lynch ever attempted to include the State of Louisiana as a 

party to the suit, despite the fact that the property had been adjudicated to the State.

133.

  Two days after the filing of the suit, on January 31, 1997, the court signed a 

judgment recognizing Karen and Bill Mageeʼs right to the possession of the property, 

and declaring them the owner if no petitory action is filed within thirty days.

134.

 On June 26, 1997, after one month time for petitory action has expired, William 

M. Magee redeemed the State Tax Adjudication for 1933 in the name of Miss M. Trainor.
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135.

 On May 5, 1999, Devereux gets the court to amend the  original judgment to 

specifically list the absent owners so that they may be indexed as Vendors in the 

conveyance records of St. Tammany Parish.

The Scoggin Property

[Two Properties]

[See: Exhibit B - In globo]

136.

 This next part of the Enterprise involves 6 lots in two squares in Bossier City 

Addition to the Town of Abita Springs.

137.

 The first part covered herein encompasses Lots 1, 2 & 3 in Square 61, but the 

suit for declaratory judgment included lot 5 in Square 66.

138.

 Recorded title for Lots 1, 2 & 3, prior to the Quitclaim deed, is in the name of 

John H. Griham (Graham?) who acquired on March 17, 1893 recorded in COB Q folio 

507.

139.

 On October 15, 1996, but recorded March 24, 1998, Landmark Properties of St. 

Tammany Parish, a defendant herein and member of the Enterprise, quitclaimed for $10 

to Kimberly Russo Scoggin, wife of/and Steven W. Scoggin, both defendants in this 

action and members of the Enterprise, by act before William M. Magee, and recorded 
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as Instrument #1087819. This act also included the transfer of Lots 3, 4 & 5, Square 66, 

Bossier Addition to the Town of Abita Springs.

140.

 On April 17, 1998, Kimberly Scoggin and Steven Scoggin, through their attorney 

William M. Magee, filed a Petition for Declaratory Judgment in case #98-11545, 22nd 

Judicial District Court, Louisiana, claiming possession and ownership  of the property  in 

excess of one year, but, the Quitclaim deed was filed in public record less than one 

month earlier.

141.

 Salvador J. Liberto, Jr., a defendant in this action and a member of the 

Enterprise, was appointed curator by the court on April 17, 1998, and he filed two 

answers to the petition on different dates and multiple advertisements in various 

locations without explanation.

142.

 A court order grants Karen Scoggin and Steven Scoggin possession and 

ownership on June 5, 1998 but this original judgment was amended twice due to errors 

and ommissions in language according to attorney Magee.

143.

 The Scoggins re-subdivided the three lots into Lots 1A and 3A as per recorded 

plan filed with the Clerk of Court on January 25, 2000.

144.

 The Scoggins transfer Lot 3A to William M. Magee in a $10 quitclaim deed which 

he then sells on December 1, 2000 for $25,000.00.
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145.

 On November 28, 2000, Karen and Steven Scoggin sell Lot 1A to Scoggin 

Homes, Inc. (by Steven W. Scoggin), a defendant in this action and a member of the 

Enterprise, for $24,000.00 cash followed by a mortgage to Resource Bank.

146.

 The second portion of this exhibit involves the property described as Lots 3, 4 & 

5, Square 66, Bossier City Addition, Town of Abita Springs.

147.

 The title to Lot 5, prior to the Quitclaim deed was vested in Mary A. Haynes 

Norcross as per deed dated May 10, 1887 and recorded in COB M, folio 190.

148.

 Lots 3 and 4 were listed in the names of multiple possible owners, with multiple 

acquisitions according to the suit for declaratory judgment filed in this matter.

149.

 On October 15, 1996, but recorded March 24, 1998, Landmark Properties of St. 

Tammany Parish, a defendant herein and member of the Enterprise, quitclaimed for $10 

to Kimberly Russo Scoggin, wife of/and Steven W. Scoggin, both defendants in this 

action and members of the Enterprise, by act before William M. Magee, caption property 

as recorded in Instrument #1087819.  This act also includes the transfer of Lots 1, 2 & 

3, Square 61, Bossier Addition to the Town of Abita Springs.
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150.

 In this instance, Magee filed a petition for declaratory judgment as case 

#98-12703, 22nd Judicial District Court, Louisiana on June 30, 1998, claiming 

ownership in excess of one year prior to filing, but the Quitclaim was filed only  three 

months earlier.

151.

 A large number of defendants were named in an attempt to notice all original 

owners and their possible heirs.

152.

 The Judge appointed Salvador J. Liberto, Jr., a defendant in this action and 

member of the Enterprise, as curator for the absent owners and their heirs.

153.

 Liberto files copies of advertisements with the wrong case heading and no report 

or answer is recorded.

154.

 The court grants possession and ownership to Mr. & Mrs. Scoggin on September 

25, 1998, which judgement is later amended twice by judgments dated July 8 and July 

26, 1999 to comply with Mageeʼs claim of errors in original language.

155.

 Kimberly  and Steven Scoggin had the original three lots re-subdivided into Lots 

3A & 5A as per Map 1791 in the St. Tammany Parish Clerk of Courtʼs office, and then 

sols both lots with full warranty to Elite Home Construction, Inc. for $48,000.00 on June 

15, 2000 as recorded in Instrument #1201206.
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The Landmark Property

[See: Exhibit C - In globo]

156.

 This example involves the entirety of Square 13, The Town of New Abita.

157.

 Prior to the quitclaim deed original ownership  was evidenced by an acquisition of 

Mr. Alexander Mutti on January 17, 1917 and recorded in COB 68 folio 564.

158.

 By a quitclaim deed with $10 consideration dated October 31, 1996, Robert Witt 

sold Square 13 to Landmark Properties of St. Tammany Parish, Inc. (Glynn T. Dykes, 

President), a defendant heriein and a member of the Enterprise.

159.

 There is no record of any prior acquisition by Mr. Witt for this property, and the 

quitclaim deed lists the acquisition information for the legal owner of the property, Mr. 

Mutti.

160.

 On June 20, 1997, Landmark sold Square 13 for $50,000 to Gregory C. 

Flowers..A return sale from Flowers to Landmark (dated the same date), was not 

recorded as notice to third parties until March, 24, 1998, one month after Landmark was 

declared the owner by court judgment. 
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161.

 William M. Magee, as attorney for Landmark, filed a petition for declaratory 

judgment as Case #97-15642 on December 26, 1997.  

162.

 Since Landmark had sold its interest in the property on June 27, 1997, Landmark 

could not have been the possessor and owner as claimed by Magee in his suit, 

therefore the entire action is a nullity.

163.

 Liberto was appointed curator and filed an answer with a general denial and 

proof of advertisement, but, there is no ther evidence of attempts to locate the owners. 

164.

 On February 20, 1998, a judgment was signed maintaining Landmark in 

possession and declaring them owners after 30 days for defendants to file a petitory 

action.

165.

 The Succession of Victoria Grisoli, wife of, and Alexander Mutti (#98-30175 22nd 

JDC) filed a motion for new trial on March 20, 1998, but Magee argues against the right 

of the real owners to file in this suit to the point of the Court of Appeals, claiming the 

only correct defendant is the curator.

166.

 The Mutti Succession filed a petitory action in case #98-11124 22nd Judicial 

District Court, against Landmark within the 30 day time frame defined in Mageeʼs 

judgment.
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167.

  According to the Succession records, legal fees for the Mutti heirs reached nearly 

$10,000.00, and the heirs compromised and agreed to let the successions sell to 

Landmark.

168.

 On June 19, 1998, the Succession of Victoria Grisoli, wife of/and Alexander Mutti 

quitclaimed their interest in the entire square of ground for $15,000.00, even though the 

transactions between Landmark and Gregory C. Flowers were for $50,000.00.

169.

 As Landmarkʼs judgment of ownership  is null and absolutely void, the sale to 

Landmark  results from Magee and the Enterpriseʼs fraudulent activities.   

170.

 Landmark had already begun developing the property  prior to the quitclaim by 

the Mutti succession and later sold seven lots in the square for a total consideration of 

$167,400.00.

The Joseph Day Property

[See: Exhibit D - In globo]

171.

 The property in this exhibit is described as Lots 3, 4 & 5, Square 37, Bossier City 

Addition, Town of Abita Springs.
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172.

 The owners of record for lots 4 and 5 prior to the Enterpriseʼs quitclaim deed was  

Clifford J. Bridges, Eugene E. Bridges, Rodney Charles Bridges and Sidney Granger 

Bridges, who acquired as heirs in the succession of Charles E. Bridges as per the 

Judgment of Possession filed in COB 40 folio 585 in the records of St. Tammany Parish. 

173.

 Lots 4 and 5 were adjudicated to the State of Louisiana for unpaid 1937 taxes 

assessed in the name of the Estate of C.E. Bridges as recorded in COB 142 folio 365.

174.

 On March 13, 2000 Landmark Properties of St. Tammany Parish, Inc., a 

defendant herein and a member of the Enterprise, quitclaimed Lots 3, 4 & 5 to 

Acquisitive Prescription, LLC, a defendant in this case and a member of the Enterprise. 

for $10. 

175.

 The quitclaim included Lot 3, but no suit for declaratory judgment has ever been 

filed. This leaves the quitclaim as a disturbance in the title to Lot 3.

176.

 William M. Magee, as attorney for A.P.-St. Tammany, LLC (formerly known as 

Acquisitve Prescription, LLC and owned in part by  William M. Magee himself) filed a 

petition for declaratory judgment on March 20, 2000 as case #2000-11510, 22nd 

Judicial District Court. 
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177.

 The property, having been adjudicated to the state, could not have been 

possessed by A.P.-St. Tammany, LLC., and the State was not made an additional party 

to the case.

178.

 A curator, Salvador J. Liberto, Jr., a party to this action and a member of the 

Enterprise, was appointed by the court to represent the absent owners on March 28, 

2000.

179.

 Liberto filed a general denial answer and offered no evidence of a search for the 

owners other than a typical advertisement seeking their whereabouts.

180.

 Judgment of the court is rendered on August 28, 2000, declaring A.P.-St. 

Tammany, LLC  as possessor, and after 30 days with a petitory  action filing, owner of 

Lots 4 & 5.

181.

 A.P.-St. Tammany sold Lots 4 & 5 to Joseph A. Day for $20,000.00 on October 

30, 2000 and the sale was passed before Charlene Ory  Kazan, a defendant in this 

action and a member of the Enterprise, and recorded in CIN 1219515 

182.

 The adjudication for 1937 was not redeemed from the State of Louisiana until 

December 23, 2008.
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The Bossier Property

[See: Exhibit E - In globo]

183.

 The area of Bossier City Addition to the Town of Abita Springs, ʻthe Avenueʼ 

between Fifth and Sixth Streets is the property  included in this example.  The enterprise 

was thwarted in its attempts to acquire all of the property as indicated on the plan.

 184.

 The entire area was sold to Harry Bossier along with all that part of ʻthe Avenueʼ 

between Third and Twelfth Streets  by act dated June 27, 1981 and recorded in COB O 

folio 311. 

185.

 Harry Bossier sold various parcels out of this tract, and eventually Mrs. 

Winniefred C. Heintz, wife of Dr. F. Julius Heintz purchased three adjacent parcels that 

measured 60 feet North and South each by the width of the distance between Keller 

and Warren (now Leveson) Streets.  These tracts stacked on top of each other to make 

a 180 foot deep  Lot beginning at the south margin of Sixth Streets as shown in the sales 

recorded in COB W/189 and COB 40/483 (NOT “W”/483 as cited in Lawsuit).

186.

 On May 29, 1998, Hickory Glade, Inc., a defendant in this action and a member 

of the Enterprise, sold by  quitclaim deed for $10 to Acquisitive Prescription, LLC, also a 

defendant in this action and a party to the Enterprise, “Square 8" of Bossier City 

Addition to the Town of Abita Springs. The description then lists the boundaries as 

actually located in the area called ʻthe Avenueʼ, not Square 8 in Bossier City Addition.  
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187.

 Hickory Glade, Inc. never acquired an interest in the property prior to the 

quitclaim deed to Acquisitive Prescription, LLC. 

188.

 William M. Magee filed a petition for declaratory judgment on behalf of A.P.-St. 

Tammany, LLC (formerly known as Acquisitve Prescription, LLC and owned in part by 

William M. Magee) on March 29, 2000 and asked for recognition of possession and 

eventual ownership.  Survey attached to the petition does not describe the property as 

Square 8 of Bossier City Addition to the Town of Abita Springs.

189.

 Salvador J. Liberto, Jr., a defendant in this action and a member of the 

Enterprise, was named as curator, but, although he filed a general denial, Liberto filed a 

response that his services were not required because representatives of the owners 

had contacted him.  However, he never asked the court to dismiss him form the case, 

however.

190.

 On June 22 and June 30 of 2000 separate separate answers were filed by 

parties claiming to be heirs of Bossier and Heintz.  

191.

 The respondents requested a deposition of Hickory Glade, asking it to produce 

proof that Hickory Glade had an interest in the property. 
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192.

 On July 16, 2001, after Hickory  Glade (by Bill Magee) responded that they have 

no such records, the supposed Bossier Heirs file an Exception of No Cause of Action 

and Motion for Summary Judgment against Magee.  

193.

 Mageeʼs opposition to this pleading on behalf of A.P.-St. Tammany LLC  claimed 

that a possessory interest allowed it to file the petition for declaratory  judgment and that 

it had “a recognizable ownership interest, i.e. possession of the property.”

  194.

 Because possession is NOT ownership under Louisiana Law, Mageeʼs position 

should have been defeated at trial.  A.P.- St. Tammanyʼs claim of possession is adverse 

due to their bad faith quitclaim deed, and for only one year not 30 years required for 

confirmation of ownership. 

195.

 The court agrees that Magee deserves his right to argue his case, though, and 

dismisses the Motion for Summary Judgment despite the obvious errors in Mageeʼs 

Memorandum in Opposition to the Exception of No Cause of Action and Motion for 

Summary Judgment.

 196.

 The purported heirs of Winniefred Heintz agreed to settle with Magee, saving him 

from having to defend his position in court, and, on January 10, 2002 a Consent 

Judgment is signed by Judge Burris. 
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197.

 The parties who acted as representatives of Winniefred C. Heintz,  did so without 

a judgment declaring them to be all of the rightful descendants, so there is still no good 

faith title to this property.

198.

 The Bossier heirs continued to object to Mageeʼs pursuit of their property, and a 

trial was set for June 21, 2005, but on June 20, 2005 Magee filed a letter in the record 

declaring that the case had “settled”.  

199.

 The attorney for the Bossier attorney  claims Magee abandoned his case on 

purpose because if he had lost, all his prior acts of the enterprise would be nullified.

200.

 The quitclaim  has not been removed so it remains a disturbance to the title of 

the Bossier heirs.

201.

 A.P.-St. Tammany sold the portion of the property  that would have encompassed 

the Heintz claim to Gustave Rush Cheshire on June 14, 2002 for $25,000 cash as 

recorded in CIN 1307271 in St. Tammany Parish.
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The Lynch-Magee Property

[See: Exhibit F - In globo]

202.

 This exhibit concerns the property known as Lot 33 & part of Lots 29 & 31, 

Square 19, West Abita Springs, but current surveys indicate that only Lot 33 and part of 

Lot 31 remain because of the right of way that was taken for Highway 36 through this 

area.

203.

 Title is vested in Gulf States Title Corporation who acquired the property  on 

November 13, 1974 in COB 744, folio 626, but these lots were also adjudicated to the 

State of Louisiana for 1985 taxes in COB 1260/121.

204.

 Landmark Properties of St. Tammany Parish, Inc., a defendant and member of 

the Enterprise sold to William M. Magee and Phillip  M. Lynch, Jr., both defendants in 

this action and members of the Enterprise, by quitclaim deed for $10 on August 26, 

1998. 

205.

 Landmark had never acquired any interest in these lots. 

206.

 This act was one in a series of acquisitions by Magee and Lynch in Squares 19 & 

20 of West Abita Springs for what was to became a large parcel of ground. 
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207.

 Magee and Lynch have yet to elevate their quitclaim title to ownership via 

judgment of the court. Perhaps they realize that they would not be successful in a suit 

for  ownership because Gulf States Title Corporation is owned by Jim Lindsey, an active 

and adept tax sale purchaser in St. Tammany Parish. Or, perhaps they could not 

discover the identity of the true owner.

208.

 William M. Magee sold to Phillip  M. Lynch, Jr., with full warranty, his interest in 

various lots in Squares 19 & 20. including Lots 29, 31 & 33 for $25,000 on October 23, 

1998 and recorded in CIN 1120884. 

209.

 On February 1, 2006, Lynch donated 26.29% interest in all of the lots to The 

Magee Family Charitable Trust, but, because Magee acted through power of attorney 

for Lynch, it appears through Magee has transfered to himself. 

210.

 On May 11, 2006, Phillip  M. Lynch, Jr. and the Magee Family Charitable trust sell 

all the Lots EXCEPT Lots 29,31, & 33 in Square 19 to Boyd Properties, LLC.

211. 

 Interest in the quitclaim title to these three lots is still held by Lynch and the 

Magee Trust and because the October 1998 act is only for a partial interest, there can 

be no claim of 10 year ʻgood faithʼ possession by Lynch and the Trust.
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212.

  The transaction in this exhibit remains as a disturbance to the title of Lots 29, 31 

& 33, Square 19, West Abita Springs.

The Hymel/Turnbull Property

[See: Exhibit G - In globo]

213.

 The property in this exhibit is composed of the area formerly known as Squares 

1, 2 & 3, Hymel & Turnbull Subdivision but now redeveloped by  the Enterprise as 

Terrace Trace Subdivision.

214.

 The title owners Hymel & Turnbull ʻa commercial firmʼ (no charter found in either 

Orleans or St. Tammany Parishes) acquired in a sale to Edward J. Hymel and James F. 

Turnbull on November 15, 1910, 12 acres of land more or less in Section 6, Township  7 

South, Range 12 East. The transaction is recorded in COB 54/186 in the records of St. 

Tammany Parish. 

215.

  A November 12, 1910 Howard Burns plan was filed in St. Tammany Parish on 

November 19 of the same year establishing “the Hymel & Turnbull Subdivision”.   No 

recorded sale of any individual lots found.
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216.

 Hymel & Turnbll lost the 12 acre tract at an adjudication to the State for 1916 

taxes in a deed recorded in COB 71/107. 

217.

 In the early 1980s, two competing  claims were made  for possession of squares 

4, 5 & 6, east of the Railroad Right of way that transects the subdivision. The attorneys 

in Garrett v. Strain attempted a partial redemption of the State adjudication for only 

squares 4 5 & 6, but because the tax deed listed “12 acres” as described prior to the re-

subdivision map, the State of Louisiana redeemed the whole property, leaving squares 

1, 2 & 3 off the tax rolls but still owned by Hymel & Turnbull. 

218.

 A quitclaim sale for $10 from Hickory Glade, Inc., a company owned in part by 

William M. Magee and a defendant in this action and member of the Enterprise, to 

William M. Magee dated July 29, 1999 was recorded in CIN 1161727. 

219.

 Hickory Glade has no prior acquisition in St. Tammany Parish for this property.

220.

 Mary Clemence Devereux, a defendant in this action and a member of the 

Enterprise, filed a petition for declaratory  judgment and order appointing curator on  

behalf of William M. Magee on August 21, 2000.   Magee claimed possession and 

ownership due to the quitclaim from Hickory Glade, and a disturbance in his title by the 

real owners acquisition in 1910.
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221.

 A curator appointed by the court filed an answer and report claiming no response 

from original owners. (A slightly more extensive search of the New Orleans area would 

have easily located the heirs of these parties).

222.

 A judgment was rendered November 3, 2000 declaring Magee the right to 

possess the property and ownership after 30 days without a petitory action filing.

223.

 Magee and his wife, Karen Hokanson Magee, a defendant in this action and a 

member of the Enterprise, have proceeded to develop these squares of ground. They 

have donated and exchanged amongst themselves and donated some of the lots to The 

Great Commission Foundation of Campus Crusade for Christ, another defendant in this 

action and member of the Enterprise.

224.

 The Magees have also acted as owner to re-configure the subdivision in 

agreement with the town of Abita Springs, creating Terrace Trace Subdivision by filing 

Map 3934A with the Clerk of Court, but no lots have yet been sold in this subdivision.

The Stewart Property

[See: Exhibit H - In globo] 

225.

 This is a case involving Lots 13 & 14, Square 5, River Gardens Subdivision and 

the incomplete attempt by the Enterprise to acquire ownership for a third party.
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226.

 On June 30, 1999, an adjudication deed to the State of Louisiana for 1998 taxes 

assessed to Lloyd C. Thrasher et ux. was filed and recorded at CIN 1155597 in St. 

Tammany Parish.

227.

 On September 9, 1999, Charlene Ory Kazan, a defendant in this action and a 

member of the Enterprise, passed a $10 quitclaim sale from Hickory Glade, Inc., acting 

through Timothy K. Dunaway, a defendant in this action and a member of the 

Enterprise, to James E. Stewart, Jr. for Lots 13 & 14 Square 5 River Gardens 

Subdivision.  

228.

 At the same time, the owner of Lots 15 & 16, Square 5 was James E. Stewart, 

Sr. et ux. (see first page of COB 874/210 from May 3, 1978).  The Enterprise and Mr. 

Stewart, Jr attempted to possess and eventually own a property that appeared 

abandoned.  

229.

 The Thrasher family redeemed the adjudication to the State on March 8, 2002, 

opened a succession of the deceased owner and sold the property on February 25, 

2002.

230.

 No suit seeking a declaratory judgment was filed, but the quitclaim deed remains 

a disturbance to the title of the true owners.  Mr. Stewart must have abandoned his 

attempt to steal the property from his parentʼs neighbors.
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The Lampo Property

[Exhibit J - In globo]

　231.　

 The property  fraudulently  acquired by Magee and the Enterprise is that 

evidenced by  all documents and materials in Exhibit J as described in the Plot Plan as 

Lots 11 & 12, Square 10, Abita Heights Subdivision (now known as Lot 11-A)

232.

 The title for this property was legally transferred on January 16, 1960 by sale to 

Jacqueline Wantz,wife of/and John E. Tracy recorded in COB 284/106.

233.

 The property was adjudicated to the State for unpaid 1981 taxes on May 12, 

1982 per tax deed recorded at COB 1058/424. 

234.

 The Town of Abita Springs sold the property to Kemp Gordon for 1980 municipal 

taxes by deed dated July 18, 1985 and filed in COB 1218 folio 190.

235.

 Hickory Glade, Inc., a defendant herein and a member of the Enterprise, 

quitclaimed this property to William M. Magee, by  act before Charlene Ory  Kazan, a 

defendant herein and a member of the Enterprise, for $10 on October 8, 2001. 

236.

 No prior acquisition for Hickory  Glade, Inc. found: the description of property in  

the quitclaim includes acquisition information for the true owner.
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237.

 In the first of two lawsuits filed in this case, William M. Magee, through attorney 

Mary Clemence Devereux, a defendant in this action and a member of the Enterprise, 

filed on October 17, 2002 a petition for declaratory judgment claiming to “possess as 

owner” the caption property. The State of Louisiana and Kemp Gordon were not named 

as parties to suit #2002-15152 22nd Judicial District Court.

238.

 The curator for the absent owners, Salvador J. Liberto, Jr, a defendant in this 

action and a member of the Enterprise, filed and general denial answer and proof of 

advertisement only.

239.

 Magee received a judgment on December 6, 2002, granting him the right to 

possess the property and the ownership thereof if no petitory action is filed by the true 

owners in 30 days. 

240.

 On January 2, 2003, less than 30 days after the first judgment, a second suit is 

filed by Charlene Ory Kazan, a defendant herein and a member of the Enterprise, on 

behalf of Magee, claiming he is the owner of the property  because of the quitclaim and 

judgment cited above.

241

 Case #2003-10032 22nd Judicial District Court, Louisiana is also a request for

declaratory judgment, but this time filed against Kemp Gordon, the purchaser of the 

1980 tax rights for the Town of Abita Springs. 
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242.

 This was an attempt to nullify the tax sale held by the Town of Abita Springs, but 

the Town, an indespensible party, was not included.

243.

 Petition declared that at the time of Mr. Gordonʼs deed "the State of Louisiana 

had acquired ownership" by a prior tax sale: this being the case, and due to the fact that 

Magee did not redeem the1981 tax adjudication from the State until February 12, 2003, 

the state was still the owner when he filed BOTH lawsuits.  

244.

 Magee and Kazan admitted by the arguments in the case against Kemp Gordon, 

that they had no right to file either suit, and both cases are a NULLITY!

245.

 Salvador J. Liberto, Jr. was once again appointed curator and filed his usual 

blanket answer and proof of advertisement.

246.

         Judgment was rendered on February 10, 2003 against Kemp Gordon, but NOT to 

the Town of Abita Springs, declaring the tax sale by the Town of Abita Springs null, void 

and of no legal effect.

247.

 William M. Magee sold with full warranty of title to Mederos Construction for 

$23,000.00 by act before Charlene Ory Kazan on February 13, 2003 and recorded in 

CIN 1348991.
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The McDonald Property

[See: Exhibit K - In globo] 

248.

 The Enterprise attempted to steal Lots 1 & 2, Square 15, Bossier City Addition to 

the Town of Abita Springs, but when confronted with questions about the validity of their 

claim, Magee backed down.

249.

 The original title is evidenced by an 1887 sale to Hugh J. McDonald which can be 

found in St. Tammany records at COB M, folio 106.

250.

 The property had somehow fallen off the tax rolls, but was re-assessed and 

added to the rolls in the name of McDoanld in 2000.  The taxes were not paid and the 

Lots were sold for the 2000 taxes to David Karl Plauche.

251.

 Karen Jean Hokanson Magee, a defendant in this action and a member of the 

Enterprise sold Lots 1 & 2, Square 15 to William M. Magee by quitclaim for $10 on May 

15, 2002.

252.

 Karen Magee had no prior recorded acquisition for this property.

253.

 William M. Magee is named as a defendant in David Plaucheʼs suit to confirm his 

tax title;  Magee is served, but never files an answer. 
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254.

 The curator for Hugh McDonald contacted Magee to see if he knew the 

whereabouts of Mr. McDonald and Magee responded in a letter that he had “no interest 

in this property”.  

255.

 The Magee quitclaim remains a cloud against the title to this property.

The Seal Property

[See: Exhibit L - In globo]

256.

 Exhibit L is the example of the use of the tools of the Enterprise to acquire 

ownership of Lot 46, Phase II-A Briarwood Terrace Subdivision for a third party 

defendant.

257.

  Ownership of property prior to quitclaim deed concocted by William Magee, was 

claimed by the Enterprise to be Chong-Jen Lo et al, as acquired in COB 1128/637 of the 

records of the Clerk of Court for St. Tammany Parish.

258.

 A search of the public record revealed that the property is owned by Mill 

Enterprises, Inc. which acquired in COB 1163/107 (corrected in COB 1172/803, and CIN 

1254470).  NOTE:  The property  was included in a mortgage by  Mill Enterprises to 

Alliance Federal Savings and Loan Association. The Federal Government, through the 

FSLIC as receiver for Alliance Federal, obtained a judgment against Mill Enterprisesʼs 
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debt to Alliance Federal. During foreclosure proceedings, they failed to list Lot 46, so the 

property remains in the name of Mill Enterprises, Inc.

259.

 On May 31, 2007, Hickory Glade, Inc., a defendant herein and a member of the 

Enterprise, acting through William M. Magee, sold by quitclaim deed for $10 

consideration to Ryan Blake Seal. 

260.

 There was no prior ownership interest found for Hickory Glade, Inc.

261.

 Case #2008-13277, 22nd Judicial District Court, Louisiana was filed by  William 

M. Magee seeking a declaratory Judgment to remain in possession and to become 

owner.

262.

  The defendants listed by Magee are not the eight persons who acquired at COB 

1128/637, but a strange combination of the names to create four persons; therefore, 

even if Mageeʼs opinion as to ownership is correct, he failed to sue all parties of interest.

263.

 Curatorship is based on Mageeʼs list of defendants so no representation is had 

by the owners.

264.

 Judgment granting continued possession and eventual ownership signed by 

Judge Patricia T. Hedges on October 29, 2008 is a nullity  because the wrong parties 

were sued.
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The Collins Property

[See: Exhibit M - In globo]

265.

 Lots 7 & 8 and Lots 11 through 20, Square 3, Palm Plaza Subdivision are the 

properties that are the subject of Exhibit M.

266.

 Mrs. Amelia Perry acquired Lots 11-20, Square 3 in COB 102 folio 351 on 

December 28, 1927, and Mercedes Fucich, widow of Lambert Fucich acquired Lots 7 & 

8, Square 3 in COB 104 folio 336 on August 12, 1927.

267.

 Both properties are still adjudicated to the State of Louisiana for taxes from the 

1930s; both of the original adjudications needed to be corrected due to bad assessment 

data. 

268.

 A quitclaim deed, prepared by William M. Magee, sells the property from 

Joycelyn Funke to Henry William Collins, Jr, and Kim Durbin Collins for $10 as per copy 

recorded at CIN #1706301.

269.

 On January 13, 2010, case #2010-10294, 22nd Judicial District Court, Louisiana

was filed by William M. Magee asking for a declaratory judgment in favor of the Collins. 

Magee includes in the pleadings that the properties are adjudicated to the State, yet still 

claims possession and ownership by Collins et ux.
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270.

 When  the original curator appointed by court could not be located, Magee 

requested, in a pre-typed motion, that she be replaced by Salvador J. Liberto, Jr., a 

defendant in this action and a member of the Enterprises, the court crossed out that 

suggestion and appointed Jeff Bratton. 

271.

 The curator advertised for whereabouts of but does not report any  other attempt 

to locate true owners.

272.

 A  judgment signed April 19, 2010 by Judge William H. Burris declares that Mr. & 

Mrs Collins have a right to possess and after 30 days are owners, but the State of 

Louisiana is the owner due to the old adjudications.

COUNTS & VIOLATIONS
OF 18 U.S.C. § 1962

[RICO ACT]

273.

 Defendants have violated 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a)(c)(d) by  engaging in the (1) 

conduct (2) of an enterprise (3) through a pattern (4) of racketeering activity such as are 

identified and prohibited under Sedima, S.P.R.L. v. Imrex Co., 473 U.S. 479, 496, 105 

S.Ct. 3275, 3285, 87 L.Ed.2d 346 (1985).

274.

 Paragraph Nos. 25-272 and the dates, times, places, persons, activities, and all 

other facts stated with particularity in those paragraphs and the Exhibits X, A-M which 
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document and evidence in detail, with specificity, defendantsʼ conduct, creation and 

operation of an Enterprise, and its pattern of racketeering activities which injured both 

the property and business of its victims. The statement of facts in those paragraphs and 

exhibits are re-urged in extenso, as if set forth fully herein.

275.

 Based on these facts and the documentary and material evidence attached to 

this complaint, it is clear that Magee, his law firm, and associated defendants engaged 

in the conduct of the Enterprise through the pattern of racketeering activity  which is set 

forth below.

276.

 Plaintiffs Martin and Robinson and others to be named have standing as they 

have been injured in their business or property by the defendantsʼ and the Enterpriseʼs 

conduct, constituting violations as established under Sedima, 473 U.S. at 496.

277.

 The defendants identified below and the Enterprise engaged in patterns of 

racketeering activity in violation of 18 U.S.C. Sections 1962(a), (c), and (d).

 Each violation of every section of 18 U.S.C. 1962 has been identified as a 

separate RICO claim.

THE RICO CONDUCT: PREDICATE ACTS
VIOLATIONS OF 18 U.S.C. §1962 (A)

278.

 Magee and defendants identified as partaking in the conduct of the Enterprise 

violated 18 U.S.C. § 1962(a) through the fraudulent possession of the properties in the 

"Fact Statement" paragraphs above and benefit from that fraudulent possession through 
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the sale, mortgage, and accumulation of monies and other things of value, by selling 

and otherwise illegally transferring those properties to unknowing and un-suspecting 

buyers, lenders, non-profit organizations, as well as to local, state, and federal 

insurance and regulatory agencies.

279.

 Neither Magee, nor Hickory Glade, nor those who quitclaimed the properties to 

the Enterprise, had or ever acquired any legal ownership  in any  of the properties such 

as ownership must be acquired nder Louisiana law.

280.

 Through fraudulently obtained declaratory judgments Magee and the Enterprise 

did secure temporary  possession of those properties but as those judgments were 

obtained by fraud, the Enterprise did not and does not have any ownership  interest in 

each or any of them.

281.

 The fact statements regarding each, provides the specific dates, times, places, 

and persons, as well as where, when and with whom the Enterprise committed this 

fraud, took unlawful possession of these properties, sold, donated and used those 

donations as a basis to secure federal and state tax benefits, and otherwise collected 

debts, assets, resources, and benefits unlawfully.

VIOLATIONS OF 18 U.S.C. § 1962(C)

282.
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 The defendants named and conducted the Enterprise that violated 18 U.S.C.  § 

1962(c), in the following non-exclusive ways. The facts set forth in all paragraphs above 

are re-urged in extenso, as if set forth fully herein.

283.

 The defendants named above were employed by or associated with the 

enterprise as to the pattern of its racketeering activities and as to the injuries of the 

victims sustained from those activities. Each defendant was employed or associated 

with the Enterprise as set forth within each of the paragraphs

284.

 These persons and legal entities are separate from and are not the Enterprise 

itself under § 1962(c). These persons and the legal entities did the following on behalf of 

and through the Enterprise.

285.

 Magee and the Enterprise formulated, organized, managed, and carried out the 

theft, conversion, financing of, investment in, and benefit from of at least fifteen real 

properties rightfully  belonging to other, lawful owners including but not only  the United 

States of America, the State of Louisiana, the Parish of St. Tammany, the Town of Abita 

Springs, the Martins, William Nill, Pamela Cummings, Paula Windham, Carol Robinson, 

and others expressly identified in Paragraphs [above] and in Exhibits X, A-N [attached].

286.

 Magee and Enterprise devised and carried out a scheme to conceal the real 

owners of the properties identified in Paragraphs [above] and Exhibits X, A-N, from the 

owners themselves as well as from federally  insured mortgage and loan institutions, 
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from federal and state regulatory  agencies, from federal and state taxing authorities, 

and from the courts.

287.

 Magee and his co-defendants through the Enterprise have committed the 

predicate acts with specificity identifying the dates, times, places, actors, and other 

requisite information [pleaded in the "fact statement" paragraphs above] in violation of 

18 U.S.C. § 1962(c)

 Fraud

288.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed fraud upon 

the courts of the State of Louisiana, by falsifying documents, public records, and other 

instruments and by filing false and unlawful pleadings, petitions, motions, and requests 

for judgment.

289

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed fraud upon 

the rightful heirs and actual owners of property  by falsifying documents, public records, 

and other instruments, and by filing false and unlawful pleadings, petitions, motions and 

requests for judgment.

290.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed fraud upon 

the State of Louisiana, the Parish of St. Tammany, and the Town of Abita Springs, by 

falsifying documents, public records, and other instruments and by filing false and 

unlawful pleadings, petitions, motions, and requests for judgment.
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291.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed fraud upon 

the United States of America and its agencies including but not only the Internal 

Revenue Service, the FDIC  and others, by falsifying documents, public records, and 

other instruments and by filing false and unlawful pleadings, petitions, motions and 

requests for judgment.

292.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed fraud upon 

certain mortgage companies and lenders by falsifying documents, public records, and 

other instruments, and by filing false and unlawful pleadings, petitions, motions and 

requests for judgment.

293.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed fraud upon 

certain title insurance companies and notaries, closing companies by falsifying 

documents, public records and other instruments, and by filing false and unlawful 

pleadings, petitions, motions and requests for judgment.

294.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise having committed such fraud 

as set forth above, upon certain mortgage companies and lenders, have also effected 

interstate commerce and trade inside and without the boundaries of the State of 

Louisiana, by falsifying documents, public records, and other instruments and by filing 

false and unlawful pleadings, petitions, motions and requests for judgment.
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295.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed fraud upon 

present and future owners of the real properties at issue by falsifying documents, public 

records, and other instruments and by filing false and unlawful pleadings, petitions, 

motions and requests for judgment.

296

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed fraud and 

thereby caused defects in the titles to real properties at issue by falsifying documents, 

public records, and other instruments and by filing false and unlawful pleadings, 

petitions, motions and requests for judgment.

 Mail Fraud

297.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed Mail Fraud 

by using the United States Mail in conveyance of their falsified documents, public 

records, and other instruments and by conveyance of false and unlawful pleadings, 

petitions, motions and requests for judgment.

298.

 Specific acts of Mail Fraud are set forth with particularity in the "Fact Statement" 

paragraphs [above] and in the Exhibits attached hereto, which states facts with dates, 

times, places, actors and are re-urged in extenso, as if set forth fully herein.

299.

 Specific acts of Mail Fraud are set forth with particularity in the "Fact Statement" 

paragraphs [above] and in the Exhibits attached hereto, including but not limited to the 
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conveyance of fraudulent documents and materials to the Courts, the Internal Revenue 

Service, the Clerks of Courts, the banks, loan, title, mortgage, insurance and closing 

companies, as well as to the State of Louisiana, the State of Louisianaʼs land office, the 

sheriffʼs office, the assessorʼs office, real estate agents, and other counsel, on the 

dates, times, places, and by the actors, as are set forth in the "Fact Statement" 

paragraphs above, and re-urged in extenso, as if set forth fully herein.

 Wire Fraud

300.

 Named defendants with and through the Enterprise have committed Wire Fraud 

by using the communication systems in conveyance of their falsified documents, public 

records, and other instruments and by  electronic and telephone and internet 

conveyance of false and unlawful pleadings, petitions, motions and requests for 

judgment.

301.

 Specific acts of Wire Fraud are set forth with particularity in the "Fact Statement" 

paragraphs [above] and in the Exhibits attached hereto, which states facts with dates, 

times, places, actors and are re-urged in extenso, as if set forth fully herein.

302.

 Specific acts of Wire Fraud are set forth with particularity in the "Fact Statement" 

paragraphs [above] and in the Exhibits attached hereto, including but not limited to the 

electronic and telephone and internet conveyance of fraudulent documents and 

materials to the Courts, the Internal Revenue Service, the Clerks of Courts, the banks, 

loan, title, mortgage, insurance and closing companies, as well as to the State of 
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Louisiana, the State of Louisianaʼs land office, the sheriffʼs office, the assessorʼs office, 

real estate agents, and other counsel, on the dates, times, places, and by the actors, as 

set forth in the "Fact Statement" paragraphs above, and re-urged in extenso, as if set 

forth fully herein.

303.

 The defendants identified are liable under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c) as each was 

associated with or was employed by  an enterprise whose "conduct or participation, 

directly or indirectly, in the conduct of such enterprise's affairs through the pattern of 

racketeering activity  set forth in the paragraphs above, and such as violate 18 U.S.C. § 

1962(c) and have injured the business and property of victims named herein.

304.

 The victims of each RICO claim can recover against each of these defendants as 

each defendant meets the conduct requirement by being individuals who participated in 

the operation or management of the enterprise itself.

VIOLATIONS OF 18 U.S.C. § 1962(D)

305.

 Defendants violated 18 U.S.C. § 1962(d) through participation in a RICO 

conspiracy.

306.

 Plaintiff has established a right to relief under 18 U.S.C. § 1962(c), and will show 

a conspiracy to violate RICO by presenting additional evidence that the defendant 

entered into an agreement to breach the statute.
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 307.

 There was a tacit understanding and more between the defendants that 

objectively manifested an agreement to participate directly, or indirectly, in the affairs of 

[the] enterprise through the commission of two or more predicate crimes.

308.

 William M. Magee formed a RICO enterprise [Enterprise], including but not only 

Hickory Glade, LLC through which he conspired to steal the immovable property 

belonging to the heirs of William Nill: Pamela Cummings and Paula Windham.  

309.

 Hickory Glade had no interest whatsoever in the Nill property, having neither: (1) 

bought, (2) inherited, (3) been given, or (4) acquired by acquisitive prescription the 

property as required under Louisiana law.  

310.

 Hickory Glade then quitclaimed its feigned interest in the property back to Magee 

for ten dollars ($10). Magee filed a fraudulent action for declaratory judgment to place 

himself in possesion as owner of the property. Magee gave defendant Campus Crusade 

26.5% of the stolen property  which he and Campus Crusade then sold to Buddy Coate 

Homes.  Upon information and belief, Magee used his donation to this non-profit as a 

basis for federal and state tax benefits. 

311.

 Defendant Buddy Coate Homes bought the stolen property  from Magee and 

Campus Crusade for $40,000. Coates sold the property and a home which it had built to 
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co-defendants Graziani, who discovered the defect in the title but subsequently sold the 

property---without revealing that defect---the Lloyd and Nicole Martin.

312. 

 Even once the title defects have been removed, Magee will remain unjustly 

enriched by his original theft of what is now the Martinsʼ property. Magee and his 

associates have stolen property from other rightful heirs and owners over the last fifteen 

years.

313. 

 Magee and the Enterprise also fraudulently acquired real property belonging to 

persons other than the Nills, Cummings, and Windham, and to public entities including 

agencies of the United States and the State of Louisiana.

314.

 Magee and co-defendants formed the Enterprise which organizied, planned,  

committed predicates acts similar to those set forth above and evidenced in Exhibits X, 

A-N, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1962 (a) & (c) thereby conspiring to violation the RICO 

statutes and violating 18 U.S.C. § 1962 (d) thereof.    

THE ENTERPRISE

315.

 Magee and his named co-defendants created an Enterprise which is not itself the 

pattern of racketeering activity.
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316.

 The Enterprise is not the defendants itself, although defendant the Magee Law 

Office took on the appearance of the Enterprise at time.

317.

 The Enterprise was conducted with some persons within and associated with the 

Magee law firm, but was conducted also with other named defendants who were not 

members of that firm.

318.

 The Enterprise is also a entity  separate and apart from the pattern of activity in 

which it engaged.

319.

 The Enterprise has three characteristics common to such RICO entities: (1) a 

common or shared purpose, (2) a continuity of structure and personnel, and (3) an 

ascertainable structure, distinct for the pattern of activity itself.

 Common or Shared Purpose

320.

 The common or shared purpose of acquiring, owning and possessing real 

property was for Magee and the Enterprise, its common purpose.

321.

 Throughout its fourteen years of existence, the Enterprise obtained possession of 

real property that it did not own, attempted to fabricate ownership  of such properties, 

fraudulently and illegally attempted to obtain title to such properties through fraud upon 

the courts and the real owners, and by selling or financing the sale of the properties.
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322.

 The enterprise itself was marked by a common purpose, but although each 

person who associated with the entity  may not have gained some discrete advantage as 

a result of that particular participation.

323.

 However, each of the named RICO defendants shared in the general purpose 

and to some extent facilitated its commission.

324.

 The overall mission of the Enterprise was to obtain property, sell property, get 

money from the sale of property  and in some instances earn interest from the sale and 

use of that property although the Enterpriseʼs initial possession of each property  was 

illegally and fraudulently obtained.

 Continuity of Structure and Personnel

325.

 During the fourteen year existence of the Enterprise, it has had some but not all 

of the same members and associates who carried out the same common or shared 

purpose.

326.

 Magee and the Enterprise began its first fraudulent acquisition of property  in 

1996 [See: Exhibit A  - the Magee Residental Property and the paragraphs above setting 

for the facts.]
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327.

 Magee, Karen Magee and law partner Mary  Devereux as well as curator Lynch 

conducted the Enterprise and obtained possession of the property on which his current 

residence sits.

328.

 As recent as 2008, Magee and other associated persons acting through the 

Enterprise fraudulently obtained possession through quitclaim deed of property  not 

owned by the person giving the Enterprise the quitclaim and feigned title to that 

property.

329.

 As recent as January  2010, Magee filed suit on behalf of the Collins family 

seeking declaratory judgment over property [again] NOT owned by the persons who 

quitclaimed the deed to the Collins.

330.

 Magee and the Enterprise have over the last fourteen years, and as recently as 

January of this year, 2010, has a continuity of structure and personnel.

Structure Distinct from the Pattern of Racketeering Itself

321.

 The defendants who remained constant throughout the endeavor devised a 

detailed plan to defraud each of the owners of the real properties.
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322.

 William Magee and his associated defendants filed false pleadings, made various 

court appearances and lent their signatures to documents in order to make money  for 

the Enterprise.

323.

 Magee directed the activities of the Enterprise, shepherding the fraudulent 

acquisition of at least fifteen properties, properties belonging to agencies of the United 

States, the State of Louisiana, rightful heirs and other lawful owners.

324.

 The actions of the Enterpriseʼs property theft scheme was captained by Magee, 

his law firm and others, but Mageeʼs primary interest betokened by his authority over 

which he directed the Enterprise's affairs on a continuing basis, which began in 1996 

and was active as recently as January of this year, 2010.

325.

 The relationships between defendants and the Enterprise is sufficient to 

demonstrate a sophisticated organizational pattern.

326.

 The property theft scheme operated by Magee, the Enterprise and other 

possessed continuity of structure and personnel, having operated for a least fifteen 

years according to the public records attached hereto as Exhibit A-P.
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 Ascertainable Distinction of Structure

327.

 The defendants as persons and legal entities are distinct from the acts of 

racketeering.

328.

 The Magee law firms, as legal entities, and the other persons associated with the 

Enterprise would have endured even if the slate were wiped clean of the underlying 

racketeering activity.

329.

 The Enterprise had an ongoing structure independent from the predicate acts of 

racketeering, and therefore none of the defendants, including the Magee law firms are 

inseparable from the acts of racketeering or from the identity of the Enterprise itself.

THE RICO PATTERN

330

 The Enterpriseʼs pattern of racketeering activity  is clearly established as its 

predicate acts are linked by continuity plus relationship.

331.

 The Enterprisesʼ prohibited activities are related as they had and have the same 

or similar purposes, results, participants, victims, or methods of commission, or 

otherwise are interrelated by distinguishing characteristics and are not isolated events.
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332.

 The Enterpriseʼs RICO violations demonstrate continuity as evidenced by the 

series of related predicate acts which extended over a substantial period of time, from 

1996 to this year, 2010.

334.

 The predicate acts of the Enterprise were and are related, as they had the same 

purposes, results, participants, and some of the same and similar victims.

335.

 Magee and the Enterpriseʼs initial racketeering activity described herein, began in 

September 1996 and has continued with numerous predicate acts including but not only 

fraud, mail and wire fraud that persisted and was pervasive and is more than sufficient 

to demonstrate continuity.

RICO DEFENDANTSʼ
PREDICATE ACTS

336.

 The defendants identified in the following paragraphs have committed the 

following acts of misconduct and predicate acts which forms the basis of the liability  of 

each.

 1.  William M. Magee 

 William M. Magee, engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth all of 

the Fact Statement Paragraphs set forth above and as evidenced by all exhibits.

 2.  William M. Magee, A Professional Law Corporation 
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 William M. Magee, A Professional Law Corporation and all law firms doing 

business as, including but not only, William M. Magee and Associates, Magee & 

Devereux, Attorneys at Law.

 The Magee law firms are engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth 

in all Fact Statement paragraphs set forth above and as evidenced by all exhibits.

 3. Magee Family Charitable Trust

The Magee Family Charitable Trust is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set 

forth in Paragraphs above and Exhibit “F”.

 4. Hickory Glade, Inc.

 Hickory Glade, Inc. is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraphs above and Exhibits “E”, “G”, “H”, “I”, “J” , and “L”.

 5. Acquisitive Prescriptions, LLC and successor A.P.-St. Tammany, LLC

Acquisitive Prescriptions, LLC and its successors are engaged in and with the 

Enterprise in all acts set forth in Paragraphs above and Exhibits “D”, and “E”.

 6. Karen Jean Hokanson Magee

Karen Jean Hokanson Magee is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth 

in Paragraphs above and Exhibits “A”, “G”, and “K”.

 7. Mary Clemence Devereux

Mary Clemence Devereux is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraphs above and Exhibits “F”, “G”, “I”, and “J”.

 8. Timothy K. Dunaway

Timothy K. Dunaway is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraphs above and Exhibits “E”, “G”, “H”, “I”, and “J”.
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 9. Sal Liberto, Jr.

 Sal Liberto, Jr. is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraphs above and Exhibits “B”, “C”, “D”, “E”, “F”, “I”, and “J”.

 10. Phillip M. Lynch, Jr.

 Phillip M. Lynch, Jr. is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraph above and Exhibits “A” and “F”.

 11. Charlene Ory Kazan

 Charlene Ory Kazan is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraph above and Exhibits “I”, “J”, and “K”.

 12. Glynn T. "Pete" Dykes

 Glynn T. "Pete" Dykes is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraphs above and Exhibits “B”, “C”, “D”, “F”, and “I”.

 13. James G. Coates, and all D/B/A Coates Entities, are engaged in and with the 

Enterprise in all acts set forth in Paragraph above and Exhibit “I”

 14. Mark & Kristen Graziani

 Mark & Kristen Graziani are engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set 

forth in Paragraph above and Exhibit “I”.

 15. Landmark Properties of St Tammany, Inc.

Landmark Properties is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraph above and Exhibits “B”, “C”, “D”, and “F”.

 16. Kimberly Russo Scoggin

Kimberly  Russo Scoggin is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraphs above and Exhibits “B”
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 17. Steven W. Scoggin

Steven W. Scoggin is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set forth in 

Paragraphs above and Exhibits “B”

 18. Scoggin Holmes, Inc. is engaged in and with the Enterprise in all acts set 

forth in Paragraph Nos. and Exhibits “B”, and “I”.

INJURY TO BUSINESS AND PROPERTY AND
DAMAGES TO STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCIES

Federal Law Damages

337.

 Owners & Heirs

A.   Lloyd and Nicole Martin were injured by the activities of the Enterprise and 

defendants including damages to the clear and merchantible title of their property, 

damages for costs and expenses of retaining legal representation, loss of additional 

profits due the inability to sell the property, mental anguish over damage to property  and 

ownership thereof, loss of value of the property as to the defects in title, and all other 

damages which shall be discovered between now and the trial of this matter as well as 

all penalties arising under federal and state law. 

B.  Carol Robinson was injured by the activities of the Enterprise and defendants 

including to damages to the clear and merchantible title of her property, damages for 

costs and expenses of retaining legal representation, loss of additional profits due the 

inability to sell the property, mental anguish over damage to property  and ownership 

thereof, loss of value of the property as to the defects in title, and all other damages 

which shall be discovered between now and the trial of this matter as well as all 

penalties arising under federal and state law. 
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C.  Pamela Cummings and Paula Windham, though not named plantiffs at this 

time, are entitled to the full and complete value of the property stolen from them by 

Magee, his co-defendants, and the Enterprise, and all fees and costs associated with 

the damages arising from his theft of both their properties, those properties now 

possessed by Lloyd and Nicole Martin [Lot 11-A] and Carol Robinson [1-A].  

D.     All Other Heirs and Rightful Owners are entitled to have the title to their 

properties  cleared of defects, to be paid full value to the properties stolen by Magee 

and the Enterprise, all costs, attorney fees, and all other damages as well as all 

penalties arising under federal and state law. 

 18 U.S.C. § 1962 Penalties

 All injured businesses and parties, including not only  those named as plaintiffs 

herein, are entitled to all penalties arising under 18 U.S.C. §1962, et seq. and Louisiana 

Statutory Law as applicable and evidence by the facts set forth in this complaint and 

those that may be discovered between now and trial of this matter. 

 State Law Damages

338.

 The Martins and Carol Robinson are entitled to all damages under Louisiana Law 

arising from Magee, co-defendants, and the Enterpriseʼs violation of the statutory 

provisions governing the tampering with public records, fraudulent misrepresentations 

made upon the courts, and other parties, La. C.C. art. 1953 civil fraud, and such as are 

applicable under the facts which are set forth herein and may be discovered between 

now and the trial of this matter. 
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State of Louisiana - Damages Suffered by State

339.

 Magee, co-defendants, and the Enterprise have injured the State of Louisiana in 

Its business and Its property, and as such owe the State and Its various agencies: 

 Seventy-five Percent of the Appraised Value of All Lots Fraudulently redeemed 

by the Enterprise from prior adjudications;

 Return of Full Title and Tax Revenue to for properties which had adjudicated to 

State; and 

 Taxes Readjusted to Account for Donations to Great Commission

Federal Government - Damages Suffered by Agencies

340

 Magee, co-defendants and the Enterprise have injured the State of Louisiana in 

Its business and Its property, and as such owe the United States of Amrica and Its 

various agencies:

 Full Title in Lot 46 in Briarwood Estates - See: Seal Property & Exhibit “L”; 

 Taxes Readjusted to Account for Donations to Great Commission; and

 Fines, penalties, and other reparations required by 18 U.S.C. §1962.

PRAYER

 The Martins and Ms. Robinson pray that defendants be served with this 

complaint and that after due process had judgment be entered in their favor, against 

each defendant who caused injury to their property and business and that they be 

awarded all compensation proved by the evidence as well as all penalities, costs, and 
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attorney fees as authorized by 18 U.S.C. 1962, et seq. and well as those authorizes 

under all applicate provisions of federal and state law. 

Respectfully,      

Daniel G. Abel      Martin E. Regan, Jr. 

/s/ Daniel G. Abel 		 	 	 	 	 /s/ Martin E. Regan, Jr.

Daniel G. Abel      Martin E. Regan, Jr.
La. Bar No. 8348      La. Bar No. 11153
2421 Clearview Pkwy.     2125 Saint Charles Avenue 
Legal Department Suite 106    New Orleans, LA 70130
Metairie, LA 70001      Office: 504.522.7260
Telephone: 504.208.9610     Facsimile: 504.522.7507
Facsimile: 888.577.8815     mregan@reganlaw.net
danielpatrickegan@gmail.com
        Counsel for Complainants
        

Certificate of Service

I have filed this pleading and attachments
with the Hon. Clerk on 9 August 2010
and have thereby served all counsel

/s/ Daniel G. Abel 
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